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The Number of Rhetores in the 
Athenian Ecciesia, 355-322 B.C. 

Mogens Herman Hansen 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION in ancient Athens is a complex prob
lem, encompassing both the various forms of participation, the 
degree of participation, and the number of participants. Broadly 

speaking we can distinguish three kinds:1 (a) an Athenian citizen 
might be a member of the ecclesia or of the panel of jurors who 
manned the courts and the legislative committees (the nomothetai)~ 
(b) he might fill an office (arche) , either through election or sorti
tion~ (c) he might take an initiative and, as a rhetor, address the 
ecclesia, boule, nomothetai, or dicasteria. As to (a), as an ecclesiastes 
or a juror the average Athenian citizen would have only to listen and 
vote. He was anonymous and could not be held responsible for how 
he voted, and he was paid for his participation. As to (b), as a magis
trate selected by lot the citizen would have little or no power to make 
decisions, but on the other hand he would have administrative duties 
for which he could be held responsible both when he was in office 
and when he resigned at the turn of the year. In most cases, how
ever, he would share the responsibilities with his colleagues: he 
would be one of the five hundred bouleutai or a member of one of 
the numerous boards of ten. The elective offices (most of them 
military) are a case apart. To stand for election is more demanding 
than to take part in a sortition, and the elected archai had more 
powers than other magistrates. This applies especially to the strategia. 
As a commander-in-chief a strategos might often be personally re
sponsible for the conduct of a campaign or some diplomatic activity, 
and, if unsuccessful, his risk of being prosecuted and convicted was 
considerable. In the fourth century most of the magistrates were 
probably unpaid, but some of them, and especially the strategoi, 
might profit by gifts and various kinds of perquisites. As to (c), as a 
rhetor an Athenian citizen was always responsible for his initiative, 
and this applies especially to proposers (of nomoi or psephismata) and 

1 I discuss only politiCal activity based on volunteering, and do not include civic 
duties such as military service, performance of liturgies, or the duty to serve as an 
arbitrator in one's sixtieth year. 
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to prosecutors bringing an action. With a few notorious exceptions,2 
the rhetor was (in principle) unpaid, and any profit he made might 
easily be interpreted as a bribe and result in a criminal action. 

Membership in the decision-making bodies was in the thousands; 
officeholding demanded the annual participation of more than one 
thousand citizens. But how many Athenians took it upon themselves 
to act as rhetores? Traditionally they are counted by the score and not 
by the hundred,3 and this narrowing down of political participation 
when we come to its highest level is sometimes viewed as an oli
garchic element of Athenian democracy. 4 In this paper I will argue 
that an astonishing number of Athenian citizens must have acted as 
rhetores and that active participation in the debate and in the formula
tion of proposals, though restricted to a minority of the attendants, 
must have been far more widespread than is usually assumed.6 By 
way of introduction I should state the limits of my investigation. (a) I 
confine my study to the period 355-322 B.C. (b) I examine only the 
rhetores in the ecclesia to the exclusion of those addressing the boule, 
the nomothetai, or the dicasteria. (c) Of the rhetores in the ecclesia I 
concentrate on the proposers of decrees (psephismata) and do not 
discuss rhetores who addressed the people supporting or opposing 
decrees proposed by other rhetores. 

Re (a): lack of sources, both literary and epigraphical, is the prin
cipal reason for examining only the period 355-322. First the literary 

2 In a few types of public action, e.g. apographe and phasis, the prosecutor, if success
ful, received respectively 3/4 and 112 of the property at issue. 

3 Cf G. Busolt and H. Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde II (Munich 1926) 999; G. 
Glotz, The Greek City (London 1929) 159; R. 1. Bonner, Aspects of Athenian Democracy 
(Berkeley/Los Angeles 1933) 49, 63-64; A. H. M. Jones, Athenian Democracy (Oxford 
1957) 128-33; S. Perlman, "The Politicians in the Athenian Democracy of the Fourth 
Century B.C.," Athenaeum 41 (1963) 328-30, 340; M. I. Finley, Economy and Society in 
Ancient Greece (London 1981) 83. Of more special studies I may cite three examples. 
In "Callistratus of Aphidna and His Contemporaries," Historia 5 (1956) 202f, R. Sealey 
assumes that Athenian politics were conducted bY'a small number of small political 
groups. In "Les hommes politiques et la justice populaire dans I' Athenes du IVe si
ecle," Historia 9 (1960), P. Cloche discusses "Ia carriere des quarante ou cinquante 
Atheniens qui s'occuperent alors des affaires publiques" (81). And in "isegoria in the 
Assembly at Athens," Ancient Society and institutions (Oxford 1966), G. T. Griffith 
states, "no one will suppose that the invitation in the Assembly to all to speak ... 
gave rise at any time to hundreds of ordinary Athenian citizens trying to accept it in 
turn" (124); cf infra n.53. 

4 Cf e.g. W. Nippel, Mischver/assungstheorie und Ver/assungsrealitiit in Antike und 
frilher Neuzeit (Stuttgart 1980) 106-07. 

5 A few historians take a more optimistic view of the use of isegoria than those men
tioned supra n.3. They include A. G. Woodhead, "'I(TTfyopia and the Council of 500," 
Historia 16 (1967) 129; and W. R. Connor, The New Politicians of Fifth-Century Athens 
(Princeton 1971) 68: "There were many politicians in Athens and only the most prom
inent are well known to us." 
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sources: names of many Athenian generals and ambassadors appear 
in Xenophon's Hellenica (III-VII) and in Diodoros (XIV-XV), both 
covering the first four decades of the fourth century. But the his
torians refer only infrequently to named rhetores and debates in the 
ecclesia. Some names can be found in Xenophon and in the Hell. 
Oxy., but not many. For information about Athenian domestic policy 
and the democratic institutions we must, for the first two decades of 
the fourth century, turn to Andokides, Isokrates, and Lysias. Then 
we are faced with a deplorable gap in the literary sources between ca 
380 and 355. The only speeches from this period are some by Isokra
tes (not dealing with Athenian politics) and Isaios (relating to private 
law and giving very little information about public affairs). In 355 the 
greatest period of Attic rhetoric begins. For the next thirty-four years 
we have an unparalleled number of good sources relating to Athenian 
public life, primarily the speeches by Demosthenes, Aischines, Hy
pereides, Lykourgos, and Deinarchos, but also the late speeches of 
lsokrates. On the other hand, not a single speech is later than An
tipatros' abolition of the democracy in 322/1. Lykourgos died in 324, 
Demosthenes, Hypereides, and Aischines (?) in 322, and of Deinar
chos the three preserved speeches and most of the fragments ante
date the Macedonian occupation of Athens. Of historians we have, 
apart from Diodoros XVI-XVIII, some valuable fragments of Phil
ochoros, quoted by Didymos and Dionysios in their treatises on De
mosthenes. And Plutarch provides some information in his lives of 
Phokion and Demosthenes. The abundance of literary sources is 
matched by a similar increase in the number of decrees of the people 
preserved on stone. In the epigraphical sources there is of course no 
gap between 380 and 355, but the number of preserved psephismata is 
remarkably higher for the period 355-321 than for the period 403-
355. For the first forty-eight years we have some 175 decrees and 
fragments of decrees, for the following thirty-four years some 300. 
Furthermore, for our purpose the crucial piece of information is the 
name of the proposer of the decree, and in this an important reform 
took place in 354/3. Down to 355/4 the name of the proposer is 
always recorded without the patronymic and demotic.6 From the 

6 Before 354/3 all proposers lack patronymicon and demoticon. The last unquestionable 
example of this practise is IG IF 134, passed in the third prytany of 354/3. The first 
examples of the new style are IG IF 136 and 137, both passed in the same year. Of 
possible exceptions to the new procedure I can mention IG IF 214, but Pecirka sug
gests 356/5 instead of 347/6 (SEG XXIV 88); IG IF 216, but Lewis suggests 365/4 
instead of 346/5 (SEG XIV 47); IG 112 248, but Johnson suggests 35817 instead of ante 
Q. 34312 (CP 9 [I914] 424); IG 112 265, but Johnson suggests a date before 354 (SEG 
XXIV 84). The only really problematic example is IG IJ2 366 passed in the archonship 
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autumn of 354/3 the patronymic and demotic are almost invariably 
added. The new style in the prescripts makes it much easier for us to 
identify the rhetores in the ecc/esia. So both the constitutional devel
opment and the preservation of the sources mark off the years 355-
322 as a well defined period: the democratic constitution was re
formed after the end of the Social War in 355, and democracy was 
abolished in 322/1. The sources become much more abundant and 
precise after 355, but the literary sources dry up abruptly after 322. 
For the Hellenistic period we are left with epigraphical sources which 
(as usual) are insufficient for a proper understanding of how a con
stitution works. 

Re (b): the council of five hundred was probably convened ca 250 
times in a year, but we have no idea of the number of decrees passed 
in a session, and very few psephismata tes boules are preserved. Con
sequently it is impossible to estimate how many of the five hundred 
councillors took it upon themselves to act as rhetores.7 Similarly, the 
number of court days can be estimated at ca 150-200, but we do not 
know the number of political public actions heard by the dicasteria. In 
previous publications I argued that especially thegraphai paranomon 
and the eisangeliai eis ton demon were numerous and may have been 
heard by the dicastai every prytany, but a quantification of trials and 
so of rhetores addressing the dicasteria is impossible.s In 24.142 De
mosthenes is probably exaggerating when he states that the Athe
nians passed new laws every month. There can be no doubt that the 
number of nomoi passed in a year was negligible compared with the 
number of psephismata, and very few proposers of laws are attested. 
The literary sources often refer to laws, but mention the proposer of 
the law only infrequently, and few nomoi are epigraphically preserved, 
presumably because new nomoi were recorded in the Metroon and 
not regularly published on stelai as many psephismata were.9 For the 
ecc/esia, however, we have much better sources (c/. infra 132-34). 

of Kephisodoros (366/5 or 32312). Because of the letter forms Kirchner prefers the 
later year, but Johnson (425) suggests that the inscription is a republication of a decree 
passed in 366/5. The reform is briefly mentioned by A. S. Henry, The Prescripts of 
Athenian Decrees (Leyden 1977) 32. 

7 For decrees of the boule see P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule (Oxford 1972) 82-
87, 271-72. Decrees of the boule only referred to in inscriptions or mentioned in 
literary sources are recorded in M. H. Hansen, Initiative und Entscheidung (Xenia 6 
[Konstanz 1983] 31-32 n.39 (= GRBS 22 [1981] 353 n.24, but with some additions). 

8 Cf M. H. Hansen, "How Often Did Athenian Dicasteria Meet?" GRBS 20 (1979) 
243-46; The Sovereignty of the People's Court (Odense 1974) 25-26; Eisangelia (Odense 
1975) 58-65. 

9 Cf Oem. 25.99, Lycurg. 1.66, Harp. s.v. M71T~V. 
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Re (c): the term rhetor, when used with reference to the ecc/esia, 
denotes both the citizen who addresses the people and the citizen 
who moves a decree.1o The two types of rhetor are overlapping but 
not identical groups. It is well known that an Athenian who delivered 
a speech in the ecclesia did not have to move a proposal. He might 
support or oppose a proposal moved by another rhetor, or he might 
simply join a debate.ll Historians never mention the reverse type of 
rhetor, an Athenian who moved a decree without addressing the 
ecc/esia in support of his proposal. We do not know how common 
this type of rhetor was, but several sources testify to the existence of 

h h D 59 43 " ,,'" 1 1 suc r etores, e.g. ern. . : OVTE 'Yap a71'O T'T1~ 7TOALTEUl~ 7TPOUTIEL 
LTEcpaV~ TOVT~t &gwv AO'YOV· OV 'Yap TTW ,ryv PT,TWP, aAA' En O"VKO
cpaVT'T1~ TWV 7Tapa{3owvTwv 7Tapa TO {3i]/-«X Kat 'Ypacpo/-L€VWV /-LLU(JOV 
Kat lj>aLVOVTWV Kat €7TL'YpmpO/-L€VWV TaL~ aAAoTplaL~ 'YVW/-«XL~, EW~ 
1m€7TEUE KaULUTpaT~ T4) 'AcpLfwaW;. In this passage rhetor denotes 
the citizen who delivers a speech, and Stephan os was accordingly, in 
his first years, a man who did not address the assembly but was paid 
for moving decrees on behalf of other citizens.12 Some general obser
vations also point to the existence of rhetores who moved proposals 
without addressing the assembly. Many probouleumatic decrees were 
probably passed in the procheirotonia, and so there was no debate.13 If 
a decree was debated, the proposer would probably speak in support 
of his proposal, but not necessarily:14 the debate of a proposal was 

10 See Perlman (supra n.3) 341-46, and M. H. Hansen, "The Athenian 'Politicians', 
403-322 B.C.," GRBS 24 (983) 39-42. 

11 In several of his symbouleutic speeches Demosthenes says explicitly that he does 
not intend to to move a decree: Dem. 1.19; 3.l0-13; 8.68, 73; 13.13-14. 

12 Other sources showing that some citizens were persuaded or paid to move decrees 
on behalf of others are: Dem. 20.132; 23.146-47, 201; 24.66, 201-03; 25.40-41; Aes
chin. 3.l25, 159, 242. For E7TtypacjJE(J"()m in the sense 'inscribe one's name on a pro
posal' see Aeschin. 1.188. 

13 For this view of the procheirotonia (stated by Busolt and others) cf. M. H. Hansen, 
The Athenian Ecc/esia (Copenhagen 1983) 123-30, 215-16. For a different view (taken 
by Wilamowitz and others) cf. P. J. Rhodes, A Commentary on the Aristotelian Athe
naion Politeia (Oxford 1981) 529-3l. At the annual Normal Baynes Meeting of An
cient Historians, held in Birmingham on 25-26 September 1984, David Lewis read a 
paper, "M. H. Hansen on the Athenian Ecc/esia." Both Lewis and now Peter Rhodes 
(with reservations) accept my interpretation of the procheirotonia. 

14 The formula used in all decrees about the proposer, <> l)('tva ('(7TH, indicates that a 
proposal was originally read out to the people by the man who moved it. The formula 
cannot be taken to mean that he also delivered a speech in support. In the fourth 
century proposals were read out by the ypaI-'JUXTt'vc; (ri/ {3ovAii Kai.) T~ l),y,f..l.o/, cf. Arist. 
Ath.Pol. 54.5 with Rhodes' note (supra n.13). A somewhat similar reform in the di
casteria took place around 380: earlier a witness gave evidence orally in court, but after 
ca 380 his testimony was submitted in writing and read out by a clerk, cf. D. M. Mac
Dowell, The Law in Classical Athens (London 1978) 242-43 with literature in n.545. 
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opened by the herald's invitation, Tic; a:yopevEl.,v {3ovAETat; There is 
no sign of an initial statement by the proposer.15 The literary sources 
mention rhetores of both types, speakers and proposers, but the 
numerous inscriptions record only proposers. So, once more, the 
nature of our sources forces us to concentrate on proposers to the 
exclusion of those who are only attested as speakers. 

The Number of Proposals Moved in the Ecclesia, 355-322 
After these introductory remarks on limitations I can define my 

investigation positively: I will attempt to estimate the (minimum) 
number of proposers of decrees in the Athenian ecclesia in the period 
355-322 and to relate this figure to the total number of adult male 
citizens. The first problem is to calculate the total number of decrees 
passed by the Athenians in this period. In the period down to ca 350 
I believe that the Athenians held 30 ecclesiai in a year, and in the 
following period 40 (no less but probably also no more) .16 So in the 
34 years from 355/4 to 32211 the Athenians must have held a total 
of 1300 meetings of the assembly: and this is a minimum. Some 
historians prefer to believe that 40 ecclesiai were held already in 
the fifth century and that an ecclesia synkletos was an additional 
meeting and not one of the three (later four) meetings, convened in 
an emergencyP They will have to assume a minimum of 1400 
ecclesiai. 

How many proposals were moved and how many decrees were 
passed in the course of a meeting of the ecclesia? According to the 
Ath.Pol., two ecc/esiai out of four had nine items on the agenda, three 
on sacred matters, three on heralds and envoys, and three on secular 

15 The original invitation to speak was TIS O:yOPEVEUJ !3oVAETaL TWV iJ1TEP 1TEVrY,KOVTa 

ET'Y} YEyOVOTWV; This formula was still in use in 346/5 (Aeschin. 1.23, cf 2.47), but by 
330/329 it had been replaced by the simple question TIS O:YOPEVEtV !3ovA.ETat; (Aeschin. 
3.4). The shorter formula may have been in (common?) use already in the fifth cen
tury, see Ar. Ach. 45, £eel. 130, Oem. 18.170; cf Griffith (supra n.3) 119. The older 
formula precludes, and the later formula does not indicate, that the debate was opened 
by a statement of the proposer. 

16 See M. H. Hansen and F. Mitchel, "The Number £ec/esiai in Fourth-Century 
Athens," SymbO 59 (I984) 13-19; Hansen (supra n.13) 37, 42-43, 57-59, 61-62, 
83-84, 101-02. For a fuller treatment of this problem see M. H. Hansen, Die athe
nische Volksversammlung im Zeitalter des Demosthenes (Xenia 10 [Konstanz 1984]). 
Lewis (supra n.13) rejects the reconstruction suggested by Hansen and Mitchel. He 
admits that Oem. 24.21 and 25 point to no more than three ecclesiai in prytany I, but 
holds that it is illegitimate, on this evidence, to assume only three ecc/esiai in prytanies 
II-X. 

17 This is the traditional view, stated e.g. by Busolt (supra n.3); C. Hignett, A History 
of the Athenian Constitution (Oxford 1952) 233; Jones (supra n.3) 108-09. It is still 
maintained (without argumentation) by Rhodes (supra n.13) 521-22. 
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matters.18 Do the 3 x 3 items constitute a maximum (so that regu
larly, say, only 4-5 items were debated) or a minimum (so that some
times even more than 9 items were debated)? We have no evidence, 
but I prefer the second alternative for the following reason: about 350 
B.C. the number of ecclesiai was probably raised from three to four in 
a prytany. The most reasonable explanation is that three ecclesiai in a 
prytany = thirty in a year did not suffice~ there was too much busi
ness to be transacted. The inference seems to be that the agenda 
regularly comprised nine or more items. The agenda for the ecclesia 
/...yria was considerably longer. We have no precise information about 
the number of items on the agenda for the fourth ecclesia, 19 but from 
the per diem paid out we may infer that the three ecclesiai for which 
the allowance was 1 drachma were of the same duration whereas the 
ecclesia kyria was longer, compensated by an allowance of Ilh drach
mas (Ath.Pol. 62.2). So a total of thirty-six to forty items on the 
agenda to be debated in the four ecclesiai held in a prytany is probably 
a minimum rather than a maximum. Some other historians, e.g. P. 1. 
Rhodes, also take the 3 x 3 items to be a minimum, but for a reason I 
cannot accept: following Wilamowitz, Rhodes believes the procheiro
tonia to be a vote on the fixing of the agenda whereby the people 
decided how many items to put on the agenda, and which to accept in 
addition to the 3 x 3 items prescribed by law (c! supra n.13). 

What is the relation between the number of items on the agenda 
and the number of proposals moved by the rhetores and voted on by 
the people? First, one item on the agenda might lead to the passing 
of several decrees. We have preserved, for example, no less than 
four decrees passed by the people at the ecclesia held in the precinct 
of Dionysos on 19 Elaphebolion 332/1.20 All are honorary decrees for 

18 Arist. Ath.Pol. 43.6 with Rhodes' note (supra n.13) 529. 
19 The agenda for the ecclesia kyria is described in Ath.Pol. 43.4, and the long list of 

items recorded here is not even complete: it does not, for example, include citizenship 
decrees and honorary decrees, which, however, as the epigraphical evidence shows, 
were often passed in an ecclesia kyria (cf e.g. IG IP 336, 448). In the fourth ecclesia 
the people debated and voted on supplications (Ath.Pol. 43.6), but again Aristotle 
probably records only the obligatory item on the agenda for this meeting. On the other 
hand, we know that the people were not allowed to debate any matter at all at any 
(ordinary) meeting. According to Oem. 19.185, foreign policy could be debated only in 
some ecclesiai and not in others (unless the meeting was transformed into an ecclesia 
synkletos, cf Hansen [supra n.13] 71). 

20 fG IF 345 (moved by Lykourgos Lykophronos of BoutadaD, 346 (moved by Dem
ades Demeou of Paiania), 347 (moved by Aristoxenos Kephisodotou of [?] Peiraieus), 
Hesperia 8 (939) 26-27 no. 6 (moved by E- - -, cf infra 140 no. 28). This meeting 
must have been one of the three ecclesiai and not the ecclesia kyria; the only example 
of EKKA'T/a-ia KVpia Ell dWllva-ov is totally restored, Hesperia 4 (1935) 35-37 no. 5. Fur
thermore, in the preceding year (333/2) the ecclesia reserved for supplications was held 
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foreigners, they are all non-probouleumatic, and they were proposed 
and carried by four different rhetores. Probably they were all moved 
in response to an open probouleuma inviting any Athenian who so 
wished to propose honours for foreigners of great merit. It is unlikely 
that the boule for this purpose presented four different open proboul
eumata (= four items on the agenda) or that the four decrees passed 
are alternatives to four detailed probouleumata submitted for ratifica
tion but all rejected and replaced with the decrees we have pre
served.21 Similarly, "peace and alliance with Philip of Macedon" was 
probably one item on the agenda for the eeclesiai in Elaphebolion 
347/6, but we know that this matter entailed the passing of several 
decrees in each of the eeclesiai.22 

Furthermore, several proposals might result in the passing of only 
one decree. About 10% of all decrees preserved on stone have a rider 
appended which was proposed and carried either by the rhetor who 
moved the principal proposal or by another rhetor.23 And of the non
probouleumatic decrees some were passed in response to an open 
probouleuma, but others must be counterproposals to detailed proboul
eumata, and in this case the vote of the people was a choice between 
two or more proposals.24 

On the other hand, an item on the agenda introduced by an open 
probouleuma might result in a debate but not in the proposal of any 
decree. In several of his symbouleutic speeches Demosthenes empha
sizes that he has no intention of moving a psephisma on the subject, 
but will simply advise the people (el supra 127 with n.1I). Demos
thenes' speech may have been followed by a psephisma moved by 
another rhetor, but the impression is that a political debate was some
times conducted in the eec/esia without any proposal being made and 
without any vote being taken. 

on the last day of Elaphebolion (ej IG IF 336b and SEG XXI 278). So the EKK).,:rwla 
EV aWVVCTOV held ea 16-22 Elaph. was presumably one of the two eeclesiai with 3 x 3 
items on the agenda, and the debate on the festival was probably one of the three 
items relating to sacred matters (hiera). The four honorary decrees listed above may 
have been passed in connection with one of the three items on the agenda relating to 
secular matters (hosia) or in consequence of an extra item on the agenda. 

21 For the definition of probouleumatic and non-probouleumatic decrees see Rhodes 
(supra n.7) 67-68. In his Commentary (supra n.l3) 529 Rhodes seems to assume that 
each of the four honorary decrees required a separate item on the agenda. 

22 For the numerous decrees on the conclusion of peace with Philip in Elaph. 347/6 
see Hansen (supra n.13) 70-71. 

23 Cj Rhodes (supra n.7) 65 and tables C (247-50) and 0 (259-62). It is worth 
noting that almost all the riders are to probouleumata, whereas a rider to a non-proboul
eumatic decree occurs only twice after 403/2 (71-72). 

24 Cj Rhodes (supra n.7) 81. 
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In conclusion, I assume that each item on the agenda would, on 
average, result in the passing of one decree and that the number of 
proposals voted on, including riders, must have been somewhat high
er than the number of decrees. So in an ecc/esia the Athenians would 
pass no fewer than nine decrees and vote on more proposals. This is, 
I believe, a cautious estimate, and the total number of decrees passed 
in a session of the ecclesia was probably above rather than below this 
figure. In support, I may refer to an analogous institution. A Swiss 
Landsgemeinde is attended by 2000-6000 citizens who, in addition to 
elections, have to debate and vote on 15-20 laws and decrees during 
a meeting which usually lasts for 2-3 hours.25 

The result of the first part of my investigation is that the Athe
nians, in the period 355-322, convened no fewer than 1300 meetings 
of the ecclesia. In an ecclesia no fewer than 9 decrees were regularly 
passed, and the vote taken on more proposals. If we count riders 
separately, the minimal number of decrees passed in these thirty-four 
years must be 13,000. To suggest a maximum is impossible. 

How many of these 13,000 or more decrees are known to us, and 
what is the relation between the number of decrees passed and de
crees preserved? About 300 decrees are preserved on stone; ca 50 
more are referred to in inscriptions, some in other decrees and some 
in inventories. The literary sources quote, paraphrase, or mention ca 
150 more decrees.26 A decree attested in the literary sources is hardly 
ever preserved on stone or referred to in inscriptions, and vice versa. 
The overlap between the different types of source is insignificant,27 
and so the total number of known decrees of the period 355-322 
comes close to 500. The conclusion is that fewer than 4% of all de
crees passed are preserved or referred to in our sources. And even 
this is a very optimistic figure. Most of the decrees preserved on 
stone are fragmentary. In several cases only a few letters of a stand
ard formula is all we have. Most of the references in inscriptions to 
other decrees are of the type Kura tJnlcPuTj.UX 6~J..Wv, sometimes with 
the addition: <5 0 BELva Ei7TEV. In the literary sources references to 
decrees are often short and casual and give insufficient information 

25 Cf Hansen (supra n.13) 209. 
26 For a survey of decrees of the fourth century see Hansen (supra n.13) 163-65 with 

nn.6 and 15, which covers the entire period from 403 to 322. My survey is no longer 
up to date, and minor corrections and additions will appear in a future article. Fur
thermore, the survey does not include decrees referred to in other decrees and in the 
inventories published by the various boards of magistrates. For a short survey of such 
references see my Die athenische Volksversammlung (supra n.16). 

27 Six decrees known from both epigraphical and literary sources are listed in Hansen 
(supra n.13) 188 n.16. 
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about the form and content of a decree. For our purpose the crucial 
piece of information is the name of the proposer, which is recorded 
for only 181 decrees (including riders). 

Known Proposers of Decrees of the People, 355-322 
In 69 decrees preserved on stone the name of the proposer can be 

read or confidently restored. For decrees only referred to in inscrip
tions the number is 16. Literary sources mention 98 decrees proposed 
by a named citizen. The sum is 183 decrees, but in two cases (only), 
a literary source refers to a decree preserved on stone,28 and the total 
is accordingly 181 decrees moved by 82 citizens. I list here the known 
proposers:29 

'A'Yvwv/Jj'T1~ N('KO~EVOV rrEP'YaU'ij6Ev, 325/4 (IG IJ2 1629.13-15) 
'AAE~iIUlXo~ rr~A'T1~, 347/6 (Aeschin. 2.83, 85) 
'AAK£IUlXO~ ... 6 .. . ov E'Y MVPPWOVTT'T1~, 335/4 (EM 13067) 
'AVapOTLwV "Avapwvo~ rap~TT(.O~, 347/6 (IG 112 212.8) 
'AvT(.J,£Eawv, before 342 (Dem. 58.35) 
'A7Tolloawpo~ rrauLwvo~ 'AxapvE~, 349/8 (Dem. 59.4) 
'Apt.UTO'YEiTWV Kva(.~Xov, 335-330 (Dem. 25.87, hypoth. 1; Din. 2.12) 
'Apt.UToKpaT'T1~' 353/2 (Dem. 23.1, 14) 
'Ap('UTOV('KO~ 'Apt.UTOTEAO~ Mapa6wvw~, 335/4 (IG 112 1623.280-83) 
'Ap('UTOV('KO~ N('KO<f>&VO~ 'Avayvpauw~, 34110 (Dem. 18.83, Plut. Mor. 

8480) 
'Apt.UTO~EVO~ K'T1<P«roMTOV rrE(.pa(.E~ (?), 33211 (IG IJ2 347.9-11) 
'Apt.UTO,pWV, 324-322 (AthMitt 72 [1957] 156-64 no. 1) 
'Apt.UTO,pWV 'Apt.UTO<f>&VO~ 'A,'T1v(.E~ (5 decrees: 2 in epigraphical, 3 in 

literary sources)30 
'Ap(.UTWVVf.W~ 'Apt.UTOV£KOV, 345/4 (IG IJ2 220.7-8, 28-29) 
'ApxEa'T1f.W~ 'Apxwv rrawvia'T1~' 349/8 (IG IJ2 208.5-6) 
BAE7TVPO~ rrE(.6avSpov rrawvia'T1~, 354/3 (IG IJ2 189.7) 
Bpaxvllo~ Ba6vAAov 'EPX('E~, ca 330 (IG 112 408.5) 
d'T1~a'T1~ d'T1J,£EoV rrawv('E~ (21 decrees: 11 in epigraphical, 10 in 

literary sources) 
d'T1J,£Ea~ d'T1~OOV rrawv('E~, before 321 (Hesperia 13 [1944] 231-33 

no. 5) 
d'T1J.L~TPW~ EVKT~f.WVO~ 'Aqxava'io~, 33211 (Syll.3 287.9) 
d'T1f.WJ,£EA'T1~ d~J.LWvO~ rrawv(.E~, 339/8 (Dem. 18.222-23) 

28 Philokrates' decree concerning the hiera orgas in 35211 (Androt. FGrHist 324F30, 
Philoch. 228F155; IG IJ2 204.54-55). Deinades' citizenship decree for Alkimachos in 
337/6 (Harp. s. v. 'MKiI-fCtXo<;; IG IJ2 239, cf. Tod 180 and SEG XXI 267). 

29 For those who moved more than three decrees I refer to the documentation given 
in my inventory of rhetores and strategoi in GRBS 24 (I983) 159-79. 

30 In my catalogue (supra n.29) 161 last line, delete no. 13, IG IJ2 289, which I now 
take to have been moved by an unknown rhetor (cf. irifra 138 no. 13). 
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Il.Tj/-WlTOEVTjC; Il.Tj/-WKAEOVC; Aa/-LTTTpEVC;, 329/8 (SylJ.3 298.9-10), 32514 
(IG 112 360.5) 

Il.Tj/-WlTOEV'ryC; Il.Tj/-WlTOEVOVC; IIawvLEvc; (39 decrees: 1 in epigraphical, 38 
in literary sources) 

Il.Tj,.wCPLAOC;, 346/5 (Aeschin. 1.86, schol. Aeschin. 1.77) 
1l.'Y/,.wc/>tAor; Il.WWcpLAOV 'AxapvEvr;, 32413 or earlier (IG IJ2 1631.655-

58), before 318 (IG IJ2 421.3-4) 

1l.-q/UJ1V Il.Tj/-W~AOVC; IIawvLEvc;, 323/2 (Plut. Dem. 27.6, Mor. 846D) 
Il.WTTEiOTjc; Il.WTTEiOovc; L~Tnoc;, 346/5 (IG 112 218.22-23), 346-340 

(Oem. 18.70) 
Il.UJcpaVTOC; cI>palTtKAEi8ov MvppwovlTtOC;, 337/6 (IG 112 242.6-7), 337/6 

(IG IJ2 243.6-7) 
Il.LOcpaVTOC; 0pafTV/-L-q8ovc; LCP-qTTWC;, 353/2 (Oem. 19.86) 
'E/-L/-LEVi8Tjc; EK KoiATjC;, 33211 or earlier (IG IJ2 1544.30, cf 208.4-5) 
'EmKpchTjr; .... OrrJTOV IIaAA'Y/vEvr;, 35312 (Oem. 24.27) 
'EmTEATjC; LqJVO/-WV IIEpyamjOev, 323/2 (IG IJ2 365.6) 
'EmxapTjC; KOAAEi87Jc;, before 342 (Oem. 58.30-34) 
EVf30vAi8Tjc; 'AvncpiAov 'AAL/-WVlTWC;, 346/5 (IG IF 218.6-7) 
Ev {3ovAor; L mvOapov IIpo /3aAilTwr;, 34817 (Oem. 19.304) , 346-340 

(Oem. 18.70, 75) 
EvOv/-Wxoc; ......... I~ ........ , 353/2 (IG IF 138.4) 
EVKT-q/UJ1V, 354/3 (Oem. 24.11-14) 
EVCPLATjTOC; EVCPLA.,JTOV KTjCPLlTtEVc;, 32312 (IG IJ2 448.6) 
'HY7}lTL7T7TOC; 'HYTjlTiov LOVVLEVC; (4 decrees: 1 in epigraphical, 3 in 

literary sources) 
0E08wpoc; 'Avncpavov 'AAWTTEKr,OEV, 335/4 (IG IF 330.5) 
0EO/-LEVTjC; 'Or,Oev, before 324 (IG 112 3207) 
00VKV8i8Tjc;, before 342 (Oem. 58.36-38) 
'IEpoKAEi8Tjc; TL/-WlTTpaTOV 'AAWTTEKr,OEV, 349/8 (IG IJ2 206.5-7, 26-27), 

349/8 (IG lIZ 209.5) 
'IEpwvv/-wc; OiKWCPEAOVC; 'Pa/-LvovlTtOC;, ca 330 (IG IJ2 415.11) 
'I7T7TolTTpaToc; 'ETWPXi8ov IIaAA1jvEvr;, 34110 (IG IJ2 228.7-8) 
'l7T7ToXaPTjC; .... ? .... 'AAWTTEKr,OEV, 336/5 (IG IF 330.26, 50) 
KaAALKpaTTjC; XapoTTi8ov Aa/-LTTTpEVC;, 346/5 (IG IJ2 215.5-6), 340/339 

(IG IJ2 233.5) 
KaAAWOEVTjC;, 347/6 (Oem. 18.37, 19.86 with schoU 
KTjCPLlTo8oTOC;, 336/5 (Lex.Patm. 149f) 
KTjCPLlTOcPWV KaAAL{3iov IIawvLEvc; (4 decrees: 2 in epigraphical, 2 in 

literary sources) 
KTjCPLlTOcPWV AvlTtcPWVToc; XOAapYEvc;, 325/4 (IG 112 1629.170) 
KpaTtVOr;, 354/3 (IG IJ2 134.6), before 353 (IG IJ2 172.3-4) 
KTTjlTLcPWV, 337/6 (Aeschin. 3.12) 
AVKOVPY0C; AVKOCPpovoc; BOVTa8TjC; (11 decrees: 10 in epigraphical, 1 in 

literary sources) 
MEt8iac; MEt8iov 'AvayvpalTwc;, before 322 (Hyp. fr.150) 
MOLPOKAr,C; EvOv8-q/-Wv 'EAEVlTivwc;, before 342 (Oem. 58.53, 56) 
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NaVUtKAl1~ KAEapxov 'Ol1(JEv, 334/3 (IG IJ2 1623.313) 
NO(Jt7T7TO~ Avuwv AWf.LEtEV~, 331/0 (IG IJ2 349.9-10) 
na~tAO~ EV<PtA-r]TOV K1JCPt<TtEV~, 323/2 (IG IJ2 448.31) 
nOAVEVKTO~ Ttf..WKpaTOV~ KpU1JE~, 347/6 (IG IJ2 212.65-66) 
nOAVEVKTO~ Kv8aVTi81J~, 326/5 (IG IJ2 1628.38-39), 330-324 (Hyp. 

3.13-15) 
nOAVEVKTO~ I.wuTpaTOv I.cp-rJTTW~, 33211 (IG IJ2 344.11-12), 33211 (IG 

IJ2 368.8), 324/3 (IG IJ2 363.7-8, SEG XII 89) 
nOAVKpaT1J~ nOAVEVKTOV <I>1JyatE~, 349/8 (IG IJ2 207a.2)31 
npOKAEi81J~ navTa.\EovTo~ EK KEpa~wv, 32817 (IG IJ2 354.8-9) 
I.KiTWV, before 347 (Dem. 21.182) 
LJJlKpo~, before 347 (Dem. 21.182) 
I.TEcpaVO~, before 336 (Din. fr. xviii) 
I.TEcpaVO~ 'Avn8wpi8ov 'Epow81J~, 347/6 (IG IJ2 213.5) 
T1JAEf..UlXO~ 8Ea'Y'YEAov 'AxapvE~, 339/8 (Hesperia 7 [1938] 291-92 no. 

18), 330-328 (IG IJ2 360.28), 330-328 (IG IJ2 360.46) 
Tif..Ulpxo~ 'Apu,,-r]AOV I.cp-r]TTW~, 347/6 (Dem. 19.286-87), 347/6 (Aes

chin. 1.81) 
Ttf.UJJvi81J~ ...... 1~ .•.•• , 353/2 (IG IJ2 139.6) 
'Y1TEpEL81J~ fAavKL7T7Tov KOAAVTEV~, 339/8 (Dem. 18.223), 33817 (Dem. 

26.11, Hyp. frr.32-33) 
<I>avo81Jf..W~ ALVAAOV 8vf..UlLTa81J~, 33211 (IG VII 4252.9-10) 
<I>tAEa~ 'AVTtYEVOV nawvLB1J~, 331/0 (IG IJ2 348.6) 
<l>LAt7T7Ti81J~, 336/5 (Hyp. 4.4-6) 
<I>tAo81Jf..W~ AVTOKAEOV~ 'Epow81J<>, 340/339 (IG 112 232.18-19) 
<I>tAOKAl1~ <I>opJJlwvo~ 'Epow81J~, 325/4 (Din. 3.2, 5) 
<I>tAOKpaT1J~ nv(JoBWpov 'Ayvovuw~ (7 decrees: 1 in epigraphical, 6 in 

literary sources) 
<I>LAwTa8'11~ <l>LAouTpaTOv naAA1JVEv~, 354/3 (IG IJ2 136.10-11) 
<I>pvvwv 'PaJ.Lvovuw~, 34817 (Aeschin. 2.12) 
XatPU1Jvi81J~ Avuavwv <I>AVEV~, 333/2 (IG IJ2 338.6-7) 
XapLKAEi81J~, 327/6 or earlier (IG 112 1673.9) 

These 181 decrees moved by 82 citizens are what we have left of a 
total of probably 13,000+ proposals moved in the period 355-322. So 
the preserved decrees constitute less than 1.5% of all proposals. Let 
us imagine that we had perfect sources. The number of proposals 
with the name of the proposer attested would probably rise from 181 
to 13,000+, but by multiplying the number of decrees by 75 or 
more, what will be the effect on the number of proposers? The 
multiplier to be used is of course less than 75, but is it 15, or 10, or 
5, or only 2? Theoretically there is a continuum of possibilities be-

31 M. 1. Osborne, Naturalization in Athens (Brussels 1981) at 0 12, suggests an earlier 
date (ea 361), but the recording of the patronymic (and the demotic) of the proposer 
shows that the decree cannot be earlier than 354/3 (ej. supra 125 with n.6). 
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tween extremes which can be described thus: (a) We know already a 
good many (perhaps even the majority) of the citizens who proposed 
decrees between 355 and 322, and access to more than 12,800 new 
decrees would probably give us only twice as many names, so that 
the total would be some 150-200 proposers for the entire period. (b) 
Political initiative was so widespread among the Athenian citizens 
that the discovery of 75 times as many decrees would provide us with 
the names of hundreds of new proposers, perhaps even more than a 
thousand. A priori, both positions are tenable (cf infra 141-44), but 
in what follows I shall apply some tests and adduce some other 
sources which, I believe, will force us to move away from position 
(a) and towards position (b). Exact figures are of course impossible, 
but the general trend is significant: in fourth-century Athens pro
posers of decrees of the people must be counted by the hundred and 
not by the score. 

Broken Names of Proposers Attested in Inscriptions 
In the 85 decrees on stone listed above, the name of the proposer 

is either completely recorded or confidently restored.32 But we have 
also 30 more fragmentary preambles of popular decrees passed be
tween 355 and 322 in which a few letters of the name of the proposer 
are still to be seen on the stone, but not enough to allow an identifi-

:l2 In my catalogue (supra n.29) I accepted most of the restorations printed in IG IF 
and not questioned in later epigraphical publications. I admit, however, that "confi
dently restored" in some cases is a very optimistic description of what Kirchner and his 
predecessors have done to broken names. Occasionally other attested names fit the 
lacuna as well as that suggested by the editor, not to speak of the possibility that the 
proposer is a hitherto unknown man. Most restorations in the Corpus are made on the 
(tacit) assumption that the proposer is more likely to be a citizen who is already at
tested as proposer vel sim. than a citizen whose name fits the open spaces but who is 
not (yet) known as politically active (in the ecc/esia). But this assumption is question
able. Half of the decrees preserved on stone and listed above (42 out of 85) are moved 
by citizens attested only this once as a proposer and often completely unknown other
wise. So, whenever there is a choice between two or more names which equally well fill 
the gap, the name of the proposer WOUld, in my opinion, better be left as a broken 
name and not restored to give the name of the most active citizen. The most important 
examples are the following. IG IF 172.3-4 [KpaTt] vo~: alternatives are e.g. ¢VPKtVO~ 
(PA 15051), Ev(Jot/loS' (PA 5505, 5508, 5509). IG II2 207a.2 [loAvKpaT'Y/S' IloAv[f:vKTOV 
cJ)'Y/Y(Uf:V~]: an alternative is IIoAvKpaT'Y/' IIoAvapaTOv KpUJJf:v" IG 112 6551 (PA 
12022), which is one letter shorter, but IG IF 207 is not stoichedon and some 44 letters 
are missing after TIOAV- (cj. now Osborne [supra n.31]). IG IF 209.5 ('IEPOKAEio'rj~ 
T~~ahpaTov 'AAW7rf:Kij(Jf:V: an alternative is - - -aTpaTOv 'AAW7r[EKijOf:V, IG IF 5584. 
IG IJ2 237.5-6 ('HY'r/]a~7r7roS' ('HY'Y/aiov Lovvdf:v,: an alternative is KT'l1at7r7rO~ Xa
tlpiov Ai{wvf:vS' (PA 8885). IG IJ2 330.5 0EOOwp[O~ 'Avncjxivov 'AAW7rf:KijOf:V]: an 
alternative is 0f:oOwpoS' A'Y/~Tiwvo, ¢'Y/yovawS', IG IJ2 7642 (PA 6909). IG lIZ 
344.11-12 [nOAVWKTOS' LwaTpaTov L<fn7TTW,]: the identification of the proposer is 
questionable in light of M. B. Walbank, ZPE 48 (982) 264-66. 
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cation.33 Sometimes we can establish only the number of spaces to be 
filled by the name of the proposer. Even broken names, however, 
can be valuable pieces of information. Although we cannot identify 
the proposer, we can often state that the letters preserved and the 
spaces to be filled do not fit any of the 82 known proposers. In other 
cases we can state that an identification is possible but unlikely. The 
30 preambles are: 
1. IG 112 131.5 (SEG XXII 89): E[Bo~ev TWt B-r,,.,,wt .... 8 .... e]i7Tev (355/4). 
Citizens with eight-letter names who in the period 355-322 proposed de
crees are: BAE-7TVPO~ nedJavBpov nawviB'11~' 'E7Ttxap'11~ XOAAeiB'11~, EvJ30vAo~ 
L7TtVOapOv npof3aAiuw~, EVK~,."wV, eeowpo~ 'AVT«txXVOV 'AA.umeKiJOev, 
Kpanvo~, KT'11Ut<!>WV, NoOt71'7To~ Avulov aWlJ.Etev~, r.TEcpaVO~, r.TEcpaVO~ 
'Avnwpioov 'EpouiB'11~' TiJUXPXo~ 'Apt(,-r,AOV r.cp.;,TTW~. IG IJ2 131 may have 
been moved by any of these, or by any of those who are recorded as pro
posers between 380 and 355: 'AptUTUvV, 'E7Ttxap'11~' Ev~iOeo~, r.TEcpaVO~, 
<PiAt71'7TO~ . 

2. IG 112 132.2 (SEG XXIV 86): EB]o~[ev not B-r,,.,,wt ...... ]'11~ ei7T[ev 
(355/4). Of the 82 known proposers only four have names that can fill the 
six spaces before -'11~: 'E7Ttxap'11~ XOAAeiB'11~' 'E7TtTEA'11~ r.WtVO~v nep'YauiJ
Oev, eeop.Ev'11~ 'OiJOev, <PtAOKAiJ~ <PopJLiwvo~ 'EpouiB'11~' But the last three 
are attested as spokesmen in the late 320's and were probably too young in 
355/4 to move a decree. If this decree was moved by a known rhetor the 
most likely candidate is 'E7Ttxap'11~ XOAAeiB'11~. Of the proposers active in the 
decades before 355 the only known candidate is 'E7Ttxap'11~' 

3. IG IJ2 132.22 (SEG XXIV 86): E[oo~ev not B-r,,.,,wt ... ]O!L .. ei7Telv 
(355/4). Either Ot or OK may be read. Following Kirchner, Pecirka34 prefers 
OK and, on the assumption that the proposer is identical with that of the first 
decree on the stele (cf. supra), suggests a name of the type -OKAiJ~. So <PtAO
KAiJ~ <PopJLiwvo~ 'EpouiB'11~ would be the only known rhetor of our period to 

33 IG IJ2 includes several more examples of broken names than the 30 I record, but 
they are probably all earlier than 354/3 and fall outside the period discussed here. On 
IG IJ2 214, 216, 248, 265, and 366 see supra n.6. 263.4-5 is restored by Kirchner: 
- - - E)'paJLJL[aTEvEv ...... ~~ ...... EK K-r18]wv E£7TEV. But the sequence secretary-
proposer is otherwise attested only in decrees from the beginning of the century (cf 
e.g. IG IJ2 31, 72, 106). Furthermore, Kirchner allows only 23 spaces for the demotic 
of the proedros plus the name with patronymic and demotic of the secretary, which is 
barely possible. A preferable solution is to bring the decree back to the period before 
354/3 and restore E)'paJLJL[aTEvE .... " E7TEuTaTEt .c~ .4. ]wv Ei7TEV (cf e.g. IG IJ2 110, 
112) or perhaps E)'paJLJL[£lTEve(v) E8o~EV TWt 8-r1JLWt .. 5.-~ .. Jwv Ei7TEV (cf e.g. IG IJ2 
96). In Hesperia 29 (960) 1-2 no. 2 Meritt restored a fragmentary preamble: [E7Ti 
- - - apxovho~ E7Ti [rii~ - - - 7TPVTaVEia~ - - -Jwv AEWU[- - - Ei7TEVJ (ca 350). 
Even if we assume that the prescript is short and several formulae are omitted (cf e.g. 
IG IJ2 212, 215), the restoration of the name of the proposer in the line following the 
archon presupposes a line of some 100 letters, which is excessive for a decree. So the 
restoration of Ei7TEV in line 2 is questionable. 

34 The Formula for the Grant of Enktesis (Prague 1966) 37. 
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fill the lacunae. Because by 324 he had served on the board of generals more 
than ten times, he may have been born in 375 or earlier, and so there is a 
remote possibility that he was the proposer of this (and the previous) decree. 
I tend to doubt it. 

4. IG IJ2 133.8-9: E[OO~EV nVL o-YII_LWL ...... lio'1]~ El7TE[V (35514). This de-
cree may have been moved by one of four citizens already attested as pro
posers: Evf30vAi8TJ~ 'AVTLcpiAOV ITpo{3aAiawc;, 80VKV8i8TJc;, ITPOKAEi8TJc; ITav
TaAEOVTOC; EK KEpaf.,LEWv, <PLAL7T7Ti8TJc;. 

5. /G IJ2 137.4-5: [E7THTTaTEL .... ? .... ]TJC; El7TEV (35413). This decree may 
have been moved by one of four attested proposers: 'IEpoKAEioTJc; TLf.LOcTTpa
TOV 'AAW7TEKT,(JEV, KaAAu]"(JEVTJC;, XatpLWvi8TJc; Avunviov <PAVEVC;, XapLKAEi-
8TJc;· 

6. /G IF 205.8-9 (SEG XIV 51): [E'80gE]V TT,L {30VAT,L Kat, TCV[L 8.ryf.,LWL 
· ... 8 .... ]C; 'APLUTVAAO LTELPLE[VC; El7TEV] (35110). This decree may have 
been moved by ~TJf.,LOCPLAOC; or Ev(Jv~xoc;. The inclusion of the last requires 
a note: Euthymachos is recorded as proposer of /G IJ2 138: Ev(Jv~[xoc; 
· ........ I~ ........ El7TEV1. So the identification with the proposer of /G 
IJ2 205, hence EV(Jv~xoc; 'APUTTVAAOV LTELPLEVC;, presupposes that the patro
nymic, not only in /G IJ2 205 but also in 138, ended in -0 instead of -ov, 
which is indeed possible since 138.3 shows a patronymic in -0 for the secre
tary. It is more likely, however, that /G lIZ 205 was moved by a citizen not 
yet known as a proposer. One attested proposer of the 370's and 360's has a 
nine-letter name ending in -~, MEVEgEVO~. 

7. /G IJ2 219.8-9 (Hesperia 8 [1939] 172-73 no. 3): [E'80gEV TT,L {3]OVA[T,L Kat, 
TWL 8.ryf.,LWL ........ 1.1 ........ ]Ea[- - - d7TEV] (345/4). No proposer whose 
patronymic and/or demotic is known has a name that fits. If we accept 
the restoration proposed by Schweigert (in Hesperia), the letters -Ea- prob
ably belong to the demotic, in which case we have a choice between 
[. ...... 1.5 .•..... <Pp]Ea[ppLO~ and [. ...... I~ ...... ElT]Ea[LO~. 

8. /G IJ2 220.3-4: E7TEIjI.rycp1t(E 'I7T7ToX[ ....... Y ........ ] Oivo{3io 'Pa[w 
vov El7TEV] (34413). The proposer may be identical with one of the seventeen 
proposers for whom neither patronymic nor demotic is known. 

9. /G IJ2 229.6-7: k180gEV TT,L {3[OA]T,L Ka[i TWL 8-qf.,LWL ....... l~ ...... ]0 

<PpE[a]ppdo]c; El7TEV (341/0). This proposer must have a name of max. ten 
letters. Accordingly we can rule out: (a) all proposers whose patronymic 
and/or demotic we know; (b) all other proposers with names of eleven 
or twelve letters; (c) Euthymachos ......... l~ • . . . . . .. and Timonides 
• •••.• 1~ .••.• ; (d) Skiton and Smikros, who had both, before 347, been 
fined ten talents (Oem. 21.182) and are unlikely to appear as proposers in 
this period. We are left with nine possible candidates: 'AVTLf.,LE8wv, 'APLUTO
¢Wv, ~TJf.,L6CPLAO~, EVKT-qf.,LWV, 80VKV8i8TJc;, Kpanvoc;, KTTJm¢WV, LTEcpavoc;, 
<PLAL7T7Ti8TJc;. But the proposer was probably a citizen not yet recorded as 
spokesman, e.g. 'AvTi{3wc; 'Iuxvpiov <PpEappwc; (PA 982). 
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10. IG IJ2 235.4-5: EOO~EV TC;J[L frfllJ.OJL •••• Kp]a'T7J~ 'A87Jv[' .... 1.1 ..... E]~ 
Ei7TEV (340/339). The only known proposers having a ten-letter name ending 
in -Kpa'T7J~ are nOAVKpa'T7J~ and <l>LAoKpa'T7J~, but neither was son of 'A87J,r. 
Accordingly this rider must have been moved by a citizen not yet recorded 
as a proposer in our period. 

11. IG IJ2 253.1-2: - - -]~ r. [¢hl'T'T [W~ Ei7TE v (before 336/5). This decree 
may be ascribed either to J1W7TEi87J~ J1W7TEt8o~ r.qn,'T'TW~ or to J1wcPaV'TO~ 
8pauvf.L.qoo~ r.qn,'T'TW~ or to one of the proposers whose patronymic and 
demotic are unknown. 

12. IG IJ2 276.2-3 (Hesperia 9 [1940] 342): E7TE.p.q¢t(,EV Ev8vKpa'T7Jk 'Al/>tB-
vaLo~ ....... 1.5 ....... n]O'Taf.LW~ E[i7TEV] (337/6). This decree may have 
been moved by one of the eleven known proposers who have a name of 
max. ten letters and for whom neither patronymic nor demotic is known. 

13. IG IJ2 289.6 (SEG XXI 300, XXIII 60): [. ...... ~~~r .2? ...... ]o[v 'A]'7J-
vLd~ Ei7TE] (ca 352-336). Kirchner, following Wilhelm, suggested ['Apw
'TocPOw 'APW'Toqxlv]ok 'A]'7JvLE[~, but Pecirka doubts the older spelling of 
the patronymic and shows that the line may have had 27 letters instead of 26. 
So the proposer of this rider is probably unknown and may be identified with 
one of the known proposers for whom neither patronymic nor demotic is 
recorded, or rather with a citizen not yet recorded as proposer. Note, how
ever, the older spelling Ei7TE, which apart from IG II2 212.66 (347/6) is not 
attested after 37514 (IG IJ2 96). So there may still be a case for accepting 
Aristophon as the proposer (c! the catalogue [supra n.29] 161 no. 13), but I 
prefer now to follow Pecirka in Questioning the identification. 

14. IG IJ2 336a.5-6: EOO~EV 'TW[L B.qj.LWL .... 8 .... ]O¢poVO~ AaKL : Ei7TEV 
(334/3). None of the 60 proposers with known demotics is of Lakiadai. In 
Athens the shortest name ending in -o¢pwv is @EO¢PWV, and so the name of 
the proposer filled max. six spaces. Of the seventeen proposers whose patro
nymic and demotic are unknown, only r.Kt'TWV fits the lacuna, but he is most 
unlikely to have been a proposer of a decree in 334/3 (c! supra ad no. 9). 
This decree must have been moved by a citizen not yet recorded as pro
poser. 

15. IG IJ2 336b.13-14 (SEG XXI 278, Osborne D 23): NLKLI> 
[. ........ l~ ........ ]7J~ 'ApuFTapxov <1>[. .. ? ... El7TEV] (33312). This de-
cree may have been moved by any of the already known proposers whose 
names end in -7J1> and whose patronymic and demotic are unknown: 'ApWTO
Kpa'T7J~, C30VKVBiB7J~, KaAAUT8EV7J~, TI,j.LWviB7J~, <l>tAL7T7TiB7J~, and XapI,KAEi
B7J~. I am inclined to believe that the decree was moved by a citizen not yet 
recorded as a proposer. 

16. IG IJ2 339b.I-2 (SEG XVI 54): - - -]N[. .... 1.1 ..... Ei7TEV] (ca 335-
330?). At least three known proposers are possible: 'ApW'TocPWv 'Apl,u'To
qxlvo~ 'A'7JVI,E~, but he was probably dead by the 330's; J17Jf.L.q'TPLO~ Ev
K'T.qJ.LOVO~ 'AcPtBvaLo~; <l>I,AEa~ 'AV'TL'YEVOV naWvt87J~. Moreover, the decree 
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may have been proposed by one of the seventeen proposers of unknown 
patronymic and demotic. 

17. IG 112 343.2-3 (SEG XXIV 103): [bTel/J'rJcPt'e] v 'E7TalLEi[l'wl' ..... 1.1 •••. ] 

~:P*I:I[L? ... 8 .... 'Al'ayvpaCTw[s- ei7T]e[l' (33312?). None of the 82 known 
proposers has a name ending in -KEpBT/<;. 

18. IG 112 366.9-10: [~8oJ~~v not 8.,][j-tJwt 'Apd ...... J ~l7T~V (32312). The 
proposer of this decree may well have been the 'APUTTOcpWl' who in 324-322 
moved a decree relating to Samos, or his name may have' been, e.g., 'Api
yl'WTO<;, 'ApwTaw<;, or 'AptcPpaBT/<;. 

19. IG 112 367.9-10: [Bogel' TWt BhJILWt .... ? ... ]&Jpov MeAtTEv<; [ei7TEV 
(32312). In Athens the shortest name in -&Jpo<; is 9EO&JpO<;, which however 
i.s very common in all periods. So the proposer was presumably the son of 
Theodoros. In this case, he has a name of max. six letters. Among the 
known proposers, only LKiTWl' can fill the lacuna, and he is most unlikely to 
appear as proposer in 32312 (cf supra ad no. 9). Alternatively, we cannot 
rule out the possibility that the patronymic was A.wpov (c! IG 112 1751.62), 
in which case the proposer had a nine-letter name and may have been 'Al'
n"uBwl', 'AptCTTOcpWl', or A.T/p,OcPtAoc;. But A.wp0<; seems to have been an 
extremely rare name, so I prefer to believe that this decree was moved by an 
unknown pros poser . 

20. IG IJ2 403.4-5: [E7TEI/n1cPt'E .... 8 •••• ]<; EK Ke[p]a"u [wl' . ...... 1.5 ••••••• ]C; 
[Aa]KtcXBT/C; [et]7Te[l'] (ca 350-320). This decree may have been moved by 
one of the proposers for whom neither patronymic nor demotic is known. 

21. IG IJ2 410.1-2 (SEG XXII 94): [- - -]KTO L.K[aJ.Lf3wl'iBT/c; Ei7TEV] (ca 
330). This decree may have been moved by one of the proposers for whom 
neither patronymic nor demotic is known. 

22. IG 112 420.5-6 (SEG XXII 93): [E7Te"J'rJcP~EV ...... I~ ..... eBogel' TWt 
8-iJILWt Ev]pvKpaT[T/<; ...... . c~ ~6 ....... Ei7TEl'] (332/1). If we accept the 
restorations suggested by Meritt, this fragmentary decree gives us the name 
of a citizen who is not otherwise attested as proposer. 

23. IG IJ2 436.2-5: [e8o]gel' T[Wt 8-iJILWt - - -]ov 'Av[- - -]ei7Tel' - - - cPVA 
- - - (post 336/5). If we accept Koehler's restoration of line one to give 23 
letters to the line, a possible restoration of the preamble is [eoo]gEl' T[Wt 
8-iJILWt MH8ia<; MH8i]ov 'Avlayvpamo<; Ei7TEl" E7TH8Tj] <l>VA[- - -. 

24. IG 112 454.8-9 (SEG XXI 293): [- - - e8o{El' TWt 8-iJILWt - - - 9?]T/
p~[- - -] (324/3). "The tl:ree letters of line 8 come at or near the place 
where the patronymic or the name of the spokesman should fall. The first 
two letters are clear; the third looks like rho corrected to iota, thus HPP to 
HP!, as in e.g. E>]T/P~[KAEOV<;, E>]T/P~[7T7Ti8ov" (S. Dow, Hesperia 32 [1963] 
350). The combination -T/Pt- does not occur in any demotic, and probably 
belongs to the patronymic as Dow suggests. None of the 57 attested patro
nymics of known proposers will fit -T/Pt-, but the proposer may have been 
one of the 25 other citizens listed above. 
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25. IG IJ2 547 (SEG XXI 292.13-14): [eOO~Ev TOll, frrouul, ... hTpL ... ? ... 
- - - EZ1TEV - - -]lSpL ... ? .... (324/3). The name of the proposer may 
have been e.g. @E01Tp01TO~, AaJ,L1TpoK)\'iJ~, AaJ,L1TpUxS, vel sim. A short name is 
preferable since the entire name must have filled max. 26 spaces. None of the 
82 known proposers has a name of which the fourth and fifth letters are 1Tp. 

26. IG IJ2 1623.240-42: KaTtX [t/1'11<P] W"J.La 1ST,J,LOv [0 ... c!i .8 ... ] EZ1TE v (334/3 
or earlier). Some 50 of the 82 known proposers have names of 7-9 letters. 

27. Hesperia 3 (1934) 3-4 no. 5: [eOO~Ev TOll, 1ST,J,Llwc. L ...... Y ........ ] 
epuHu]w~ EZ1T[EV (327/6). The proposer was not one of the 65 spokesmen 
whose patronymic and/or demotic are known; he may be one of the twenty 
for whom neither is attested. 

28. Hesperia 8 (1939) 26-27 no. 6: [elSo~Ev TOll, 1S1T,~1, 
E[. .......... 2.3 ........... Jauw~ El[1TEV (332/1). Schweigert restored 
Ehjl3ow~ KpaTW"ToAEW 'Ava'YlJP]auw~ (PA 5313), and this may well be 
right, giving evidence of a new proposer. If we leave the 23 spaces open, 
there is a remote possibility that the proposer was EVKTT,~V. 

29. Hesperia 9 (1940) 327-28 no. 36: L ... ? .... ]NL ... ] nac.avtE[v~ EZ1TEV] 
(335/4). The proposer is of Paiania and cannot be identified with any of the 63 
proposers whose demotic is known. Moreover, there is no attested patronymic 
N [ .... 1. So the patronymic must have filled at least one of the nine spaces to 
the left of the N, e.g. 'E) v [lSwv. The inference is that the name of the proposer 
filled max. eight spaces. Of the twenty proposers for whom neither patronymic 
nor demotic is known, six have names of 6-8 letters: EVKTT,~V, KpaTLvo~, 
Kn1ut<PWv, LKiTWV, LJ,LiKPO~, LTE<PaVO~. But Skiton and Smikros are unlikely 
to appear as proposers in 335/4 (c! supra ad no. 9). There is a remote possibil
ity that the proposer is one of the four others, but this decree was in all proba
bility moved by a citizen who is not yet recorded as a proposer. 
30. Hesperia 9 (1940) 332-33 no. 39: - - -]J,LOL ... Y .... . EZ1TEV] (ca 330). 
The proposer may have been [MotpOKAT1~ Ev8vlS,.,)J,LO[v 'EAEvulvw~] or one 
of the seventeen proposers for whom neither patronymic nor demotic is 
known. 

Thus, of these 30 decrees, seven must have been proposed by 
citizens not yet recorded as proposers (nos. 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 
28). And in seven more cases the decree was probably moved by 
someone other than the eighty-two attested proposers (nos. 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 15, 29). The proposer of nos. 2 and 3 may have been the same 
man, but in any case, by a study of the preambles recording broken 
names we can increase the total number of attested proposers of 
decrees of the people from 82 to at least 90 citizens. 

New Proposers Attested in the Epigraphical Sources 
If it were true that we have the names of at least half of the Athe

nians who proposed decrees in the period 355-322 and that only a 
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few scores of new names would be added if we had the 12,800+ 
decrees now lost, then almost every new decree found in future will 
give us the name of a citizen who is already known as a proposer, 
and only exceptionally will a new decree moved by an unknown 
proposer add a name to our list of 82. This hypothesis can be tested 
by an examination of the new sources recovered over the last hun
dred years. There has been no significant addition to our literary 
sources for decrees of the people of the period 355-322,35 but the 
epigraphical evidence has grown every year, and a survey of the 
publications since the late nineteenth century will indicate what is to 
be expected as more decrees are found. For my investigation I pre
suppose information about all proposers mentioned in literary sources 
and move forward by three steps: the publication of IG II in 1877-
83~ the publication of IG 11.5 in 1895;36 and later publication up to 
1983.37 The evidence is best presented in a diagram: 

Number of Number of New proposers New proposers 
decrees proposers (epigr. sources) (all sources) Percentage 

IG II 40 25 25 17 17:40 = 43% 
IG II.5 32 28 22 20 20:32 = 63% 
Later 13 11 7 6 6:13 = 46% 

It is impossible to draw a graph on the basis of these figures, but 
they do show beyond dispute that it would be absurd to assume that 
new decrees will provide mostly new attestations of proposers already 
known from other decrees. On the contrary, we have every reason to 
infer that on average every second decree found in the future will 
reveal a citizen not yet known as a proposer (but perhaps as a trierarch 
or bouleutes or diaitetes, etc.). It is impossible to say when and how 
the proportion of new proposers will begin to drop drastically. The 
next 100 decrees may give the names of 40 new proposers, but the 
next 1000 decrees, if found, would undoubtedly reveal fewer than 400 
new names. The only conclusion is that the epigraphical evidence, 
according to this test, favours the view that perfect sources would give 
us the names of many more proposers than are now recorded. 

:15 The only additions are Kephisodotos' honorary decree for Demades (Lex.Palm. 
149 s. v. iKUTC)I-!-7TEOO/l) and Philokrates' decree on the tEpa opyn" (Didymos In Dem. 
colI. 13.57 [Philoeh. F155]) and 14.48 [Androt. F30)). 

36 With IG II.S I group three inscriptions from the Oropos district first published in 
1891 and included in IG VII (1892), viz. 4252, 4253 (Syll.3 287), 4254 (Sylf.3 298). 

37 This group comprises: IG IJ2 218.6-7; 218.22-23; 220.7-8, 28-29; 276.23-24; 
408.5-6; 452.11 (c/ SEG XXI 284); Hesperia 4 (1935) 169-70 no. 32 (c/ 9 [1940] 
339-40); 7 (1938) 291-92 no. 18; 9 (1940) 325-27 no. 35; 13 (1944) 231-33 no. 5; 43 
(1974) 322-24 no. 3; AthMilt 72 (1957) 156-64 no. L EM 13067, unpublished but c/ 
SEG XXI 272. 
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The Distribution of Decrees among Proposers 

The next test is also based on statistics, focused again on the epi
graphical evidence. Let me say in advance th~t the test is inconclu
sive-which in itself, however, is an interesting conclusion. I presup
pose that the epigraphical evidence gives us a fairly random sample of 
decrees moved by named citizens. Of the ca 13,000 decrees passed in 
the years 355-322, perhaps only a few thousand were inscribed on 
stone, primarily honorary decrees as is evident from the 85 extant 
which record the name of the proposer. In eight cases only the pre
amble is preserved and the content of the decree is unknown. Of the 
remaining 77 decrees, 54 are honorific (including citizenship de
crees), and no more than 23 relate to other matters (e.g. the navy, 
cult, public works, and, occasionally, foreign affairs). The paucity of 
really important decrees preserved on stone is indeed significant, and 
it would be foolish to write a treatise on the powers of the ecclesia 
based on epigraphical sources. But this investigation is limited to the 
identity of the proposers, and for this purpose I believe that the 
decrees on stone are more representative. The a priori assumption 
that the moving of honorary decrees was usually left to minor rhetores 
is contradicted by the fact that, e.g., Androtion, Aristophon, Dema
des, Demosthenes, Diopeithes of Sphettos, Hegesippos, Lykourgos, 
and Polyeuktos of Sphettos are attested as proposers of honorary 
decrees. Conversely, we find otherwise unattested citizens as pro
posers of rather important decrees, e.g. the dispatch of a squadron 
(Aristonikos of Marathon and Kephisophon of Cholargos). So I pre
sume that the preserved decrees record political leaders and minor 
rhetores indiscriminately. I will go no further than that. The preserva
tion of eleven decrees on stone moved by Demades and ten by 
Lykourgos as against only one by Demosthenes and none by Hyper
eides is a sufficient warning that no far-reaching conclusions can be 
drawn, but is in no way incompatible with a random transmission of 
decrees inscribed on stone (c! n.39 infra). 

The following table shows decrees distributed among proposers. 
The first column gives the number of proposers, the second the 
number of decrees moved by each, the third the total: 

42 x 1 = 42 
8 x 2 = 16 
2 x 3 = 6 
1xlO=1O 
1xll=11 

54 proposers move 85 decrees 
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Is it possible on the basis of this small sample (less than 1% of all 
decrees) to say anything about the number of proposers involved? 
For my test I will suggest two models: (a) all 13,000 decrees were 
moved by 90 citizens of whom 10 moved 400 decrees each (= 4000 
decrees), 20 moved 150 decrees each (= 3000), and 60 moved 100 
decrees each (= 6000). (b) All 13,000 decrees were moved by 620 
citizens of whom 10 moved 600 decrees each (= 6000 decrees), 10 
moved 100 decrees each (= 1000), and 600 moved 10 decrees each 
(= 6000). In model (a) I suppose that we already know every pro
poser, from our literary and epigraphical sources (broken names 
included), and that the next 12,800 would not give us a single new 
name but only allow us to restore the minimum seven or eight bro
ken names we have. In model (b) I suppose that the recovery of 150 
times as many decrees as we have will reveal ca seven times as many 
named proposers. In order to test these two models against the 85 
preserved decrees moved by 54 citizens, I have devised an experi
ment by which 85 random decrees can be drawn from a total of 
13,000. All decrees are numbered 1-13,000 and all proposers are also 
numbered. In model (a) proposer 1 moves decrees 1-400, proposer 2 
moves decrees 401-800, proposer 11 moves decrees 4001-4150, etc. 
In model (b) proposer 1 moves decrees 1-600, proposer 2 moves 
decrees 601-1200, proposer 11 moves decree~ 6001-6100, etc. The 
drawing of 85 random numbers among 13,000 (one experiment) has 
been simulated by a calculation based on five-digit random num
bers.38 The results for the two models are as follows (the number of 
proposers, the decrees of each, and the total): 

(A) 31 x 1 = 31 (B) 40 x 1 = 40 
14 x 2 = 28 3 x 2 = 6 

2 x 3 = 6 3 x 3 = 9 

2 x 4 = 8 
2 x 4 = 8 
1 x 5 = 5 

1 x 5 = 5 1 x 8 = 8 
1 x 7 = 7 1 x 9 = 9 

51 proposers move 85 decrees 51 proposers move 85 decrees 

The striking similarity between the results obtained for (a) and (b) 
strongly indicates that the experiment need not be repeated. So far as 
the total number of proposers is concerned, there is no difference 
between (a) and (b), and both models come very close to the 54 
proposers actually attested in the decrees preserved on stone. An-

;j~ Detailed information about the procedure can be obtained from the author. 
should like to thank Lic. Scient. Niels Herman Hansen for his assistance. 
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other experiment based on the same models or a slight revision of 
them might easily give us 54 proposers instead of 51. As to the dis
tribution of decrees among proposers, model (a) seems inferior to 
model (b), but even within a total of 90 proposers model (a) can 
easily be revised to give as good results as (b).39 

In conclusion: the hypothesis that the 85 preserved decrees moved 
by 54 citizens are a random sample of 13,000 decrees is compatible 
both with the hypothesis that we already know every single proposer, 
90 citizens in all, and with the hypothesis that we know only a sev
enth of all proposers active between 355 and 322, i.e. 90 out of more 
than 600. 

Circumstantial Evidence for Named Proposers 

In addition to our direct evidence for rhetores who moved decrees 
of the people, we have a substantial amount of indirect evidence for 
politically active citizens who probably moved decrees between 355 
and 322, but are not (yet) attested as proposers of known decrees 
passed within the period. The weightiest indirect evidence can be 
grouped under four headings: (1) citizens who were politically active 
in the period 355-322 but are attested as proposers of decrees only 
before 355 or after 322; (2) citizens attested in the period 355-322 as 
speakers in the ecc/esia but not as proposers of decrees; (3) citizens 
attested as proposers of decrees of the boule during 355-322 but not 
as proposers of decrees of the people; (4) citizens attested as pro
posers of nomoi passed by the nomothetai but not as proposers of 
psephismata passed by the ecc/esia. 

1. Proposers of decrees attested before 355 and after 322 • 
Some of the Athenian citizens who proposed and carried decrees 

before 355 were still politically active after 355/4 and are attested in 
this period as (e.g.) ambassadors or prosecutors. But my list of 82 
proposers includes only citizens whose attested decrees fall within 
355-322. Yet it is a fair assumption that a proposer of decrees before 
355 who was still politically active after 355 would also continue to 
propose decrees. Similarly, some of the citizens attested as proposers 
only after 322 were already politically active before the overthrow of 
the democracy in 32211 and may well have moved decrees in the last 

39 In (b) the ten most active citizens (600 proposals each) showed up as proposers of 
the following numbers of decrees: proposer no. 1, three decrees; no. 2, three; no. 3, 
eight; no. 4, one; no. 5, two; no. 6, four; no. 7, nine; no. 8, three; no. 9, five; no. 10, 
four. So the fact that the epigraphical evidence gives us eleven decrees by Demades, 
ten by Lykourgos, as against one by Demosthenes, is not necessarily incompatible with 
the hypothesis that the 85 decrees constitute a random sample of the 13,000 decrees. 
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years of our period. So in addition to the 82 attested proposers for 
355-322, we can draw up a list of citizens attested as proposers only 
before 355 or after 322, but probably also active in the ecc/esia in the 
period 355-322:40 

ante 355: 
AilT()AVKO~ (IG IF 107.30) 
'Efr/KElTTifn.,,> Xapiov 8opiKW'> (IG IJ2 116.8) 
'Hyr]O"avBpo,> 'HYl1O"iov LOVVLEV,> (IG IJ2 123.7) 
Kl1.pUToBoTo,> EK KEpa~wv (Xen. Hell. 7.1.12-14; Hesperia 8 [1939] 

5-12 no. 13; IG 112 141.30; Arist. Rh. 1411a6-11) 
MEAavW1To,> AaXl1To,> Ai~wVE~ (IG 112 145.13) 
MEvLTl1'> MEVWVO,> Kvoo811VaLEV,> (ArchEph 1971, 137-45) 
llavBw,> LWKAEOV,> E~ OLOV (IG IJ2 103.6, 105.6, cf. 130-33) 
llvppavBpo,> 'Ava.pAvO"TLo,> (IG 112 44.7) 

post 322: 
dr'JI.wxapYJ'> AaXYJTo,> AEVKOVOEV,> (IG IJ2 1492.126-27) 
'HY-r1#LWV (IG IJ2 1469.121-22) 
LTpaTOKAT,'> Ev8vBT.,J.LOv dWJ.LELEV,> (cf. Rhodes [supra n.7] 270) 

If all the 13,000+ proposals were preserved, I do not doubt that we 
would find many of these citizens recorded as proposers of decrees in 
the period 355-322. 

2. Speakers in the ecc/esia 

Not infrequently a literary source mentions a citizen who addressed 
the ecc/esia during a debate but did not move a proposal. Some of 
these Athenians are well attested in other sources as proposers of 
decrees of the people, but the following twenty are known only as 
speakers and not as proposers: 

AiO"Xivl1'> 'ATPOJ.LT.,TOV Ko8wKiBl1'> (Dem. 18.136, 140, 285; 19.10, 35, 
113, 209, 304, 310, etc.) 

'AJ.LEwtclBl1'> (Aeschin. 3.130) 
'APUTT0J.LaX0'> KPLTOBT.,J.LOv 'AAW7TEKT,8EV (Dem. 23.13, 110) 
AVTOAVKO,> (Aeschin. 1.81ft) 
'Acf>aPElx; 'IO"oKpaTov,> 'EPXLEV,> (Plut. Mor. 839c) 
fAavKETl1'> (Dem. 24.13) 
dl1J.LOKpaTl1'> dl1J.LOKAEOV<; 'A.ptBvaw<; (Plut. Mor. 8030) 
dl1J.LOxapl1<; AaXl1To<; AEVKOVOEV<; (Plut. Mor. 8470) 

40 For the political activity attested between 355 and 322 cf the inventory (supra 
n.29). But for two of the men listed here the activity is not of the type recorded in the 
inventory: Exekestides was eponym of a naval symmory between 356 and 340 (JG 112 
1617.40-41, cf Davies, APF p.175), and Menites is probably the taxiarch mentioned 
at Aeschin. 2.169-70, cf D. M. Lewis, BSA 50 (1955) 31. 
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aif/xA.Ofi aW7TEi8oVfi LOVVtEVs- (Din. fro xli) 
EV~EVt7T7TOfi 'E8EA.OKPa.TOVfi Aa/.L1TTpEVs- (Hyp. 3.14) 
K TJ<ptUO&uPOfi (Timokles fr .17) 
KT'YIutcP<dv (Oem. 19.12) 
MEA.avW7TOfi AaXTJ'TOfi A~WVEl}fi (Plut. Dem. 13.3; Oem. 24.13) 
NE01TTOA.EiJ"Ofi L,roPWfi (Oem. 19.12,315) 
lla'TatKOfi 'EA.Evuivwfi (Oem. Ep. 3.16) 
llv8Ea~ (Plut. Mor. 804B) 
llv8oKA.7j~ nv8oBWpov EK K,.,&Uv (Oem. 18.285) 
TavpEa~ (Oem. Ep. 3.16) 
<l>vpKivo~ (Lycurg. 1.19) 
<l>wKiwv <l>WKOV nO'Ta/J-tofi (Plut. Phoc. 7.5-6) 

We know that a political leader, e.g. Demosthenes, sometimes had 
his proposals moved by other citizens who were either paid or per
suaded to act as proposers (Aeschin. 3.159). But I cannot believe that 
a political leader would consistently make use of others and never 
propose a decree in his own name. Moreover, I take a speech de
livered in the ecc/esia to be a more conspicuous and demanding 
political activity than the proposal of a decree or a rider. We may 
then assume, a priori, that citizens attested as speakers were also, at 
least occasionally, proposers of decrees. Melanopos and Autolykos, 
for example, who are attested as speakers in the period 355-322,· are 
both recorded before 355 as proposers of decrees, and I find it un
believable that Aischines never proposed and carried a decree of the 
people. So I suggest that most, perhaps all twenty rhetores listed 
above would also be known as proposers of decrees if we had perfect 
sources. On the other hand, Euxenippos, whom Hypereides describes 
as an idiotes, may be an example of an Athenian citizen who (once) 
had to address the ecc/esia but never moved a single proposal. 

3. Proposers of decrees of the boule 

Proposers of decrees of the boule consist of spokesmen of proboul
eumatic decrees (decrees of the boule ratified by the ecc/esia) and 
spokesmen of decrees of the boule (independent decrees of the boule 
and probouleumata resulting in a non-probouleumatic decree of the 
ecc/esia moved by another man). Spokesmen of probouleull'atic de
crees are of course recorded above among the 82 proposers of de
crees of the ecc/esia. But we know also about twenty citizens who in 
the period 355-322 proposed and carried decrees of the boule in the 
second sense. Seven of these spokesmen are also known as proposers 
of decrees of the ecc/esia (recorded above), but thirteen are attested 
only as spokesmen of decrees of the boule: 
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'AyaCTiac; XnptYEvoVC; (?) 'IKapLEvc; (?), 336/5 (IG IJ2 330.32) 
'AVTLOOTOC; 'A7TOAAOmvpOV LV7TaA7}TTWe;, 333/2 (IG 112 337.5-7), pro-

bouleuma 
AELlJOUTpaToe; AnvurSov 'AYKVAT,8EV, 343/2 (IG 112 223.4) 
AT/~ae; Lctn1TTLOe;, before 324 (IG IJ2 3207) 
AwcfxivYJI) KYJ<PuTf,evl), before 324 (IG IF 3207) 
EVETI:WV AVTOKAEioov -r.<!n1TTW<;, 328/7 (IG IP 354.32), probouleuma 
'HYE~XOC; XatpT,J-Wvoc; ITEpdJoi8'1lc;, 334/3 (IG IJ2 1156.36) 
KaAMCT(JEv'1l<; Xapo7Ti8ov TPLVEp,EVc;, 32817 ( Agora XV 49.41) 
KaAALCTTpaToc; 80PLKWC;, 3301329 or earlier (IG IJ2 1627.380 etc.) 
K'1l<Pt(T()OOTOC; Evapxi80v 'Axapvevc;, 329/8? (IG 112 360.51), proboul-

euma 
KTT/ULKA1je; BaT1j8ev, before 324 (IG IJ2 3207) 
IToAvevKToc; KaAALKpaTOvc; 'ECTTtaw(Jev, 32413 (IG IJ2 1631.350-51) 
<l>vAevc; ITavuaviov OivaLoe;, 325/4 (IG IJ2 360.66), probouleuma 

Demosthenes states (22.36) that many councillors never moved any 
proposal and that the boule was in fact dominated by a comparatively 
small number of rhetores. So a citizen attested as a spokesman in the 
boule is very likely to have proposed and carried at least one pro
bouleumatic decree during his year as a councillor. Accordingly I 
suggest that some of the thirteen citizens listed above, probably even 
most of them, were in fact proposers of probouleumatic decrees now 
lost. The same observation applies to the four citizens who are 
known as speakers in the boule, but not as proposers: 

A'1lJ-WKpa7'1lC; A'1lJ-WKAEOVC; 'Ac/>L8va'io<; (Aeschin. 2.17) 
EvSo~oc; 8WYYEAOV LV7TaAA7}TtOe; (IG IJ2 223c.1O-12) 
'IaTpoKAije; ITaO"L</>WvTOe; (Aeschin. 2.16) 
AewCT(JEvT/C; AewCT(JEvoVC; KEc/>aA1j(Jev (Diod. 17.111.3)41 

4. Proposers of nomoi 

Some Athenian political leaders are known as proposers of both 
nomoi and psephismata, viz. Aristophon, Euboulos, Demosthenes, 
Lykourgos, Aristonikos (of Marathon), Epikrates (of Peiraieus), and 
Phanodemos (of Thymaitadai). But no preserved decree of the people 
can be ascribed to six citizens who however are all attested as pro
posers of nomoi in the period 355-322: 

EVKpaT'1lC; 'AptCTTOTLJ-WV ITnpmEvc; (Hesperia 21 [1952] 355-59 no. 5) 
'HY7}~v (Aeschin. 3.25; IG IJ2 1628.300) 
K'1lc/>LCTOcf>Wv Kec/>aAuVvoc; 'Ac/>L8va'ioc; (?: IG IJ2 244.0 

41 In the catalogue (supra n.29) 172 line 21, add: Addresses the boule (at a secret 
meeting) and applies for money and men, 324/3 (Diad. 17.111.3). 
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AeTrTi,,'YI-; EK KoiA'YI-; (Dem. 20.95, 128) 
MEt8ia~ K'YIcfJuro8Wpov 'A"ayvpa(Tw~ (Dem. 21.173) 
TtJ,.WKpaT'YI-; 'A"Tf,(/K7JVTO-; KptwE~ (Dem. 24.63; 24.39-40, 71) 

To propose a law and defend it before the nomothetai was a much 
more demanding and complicated procedure than to move a decree 
in the ecclesia, and so it is reasonable to assume, a fortiori, that a 
citizen who took it upon himself to move a law is also likely to have 
been, at least occasionally, the proposer of a decree of the people. 
This assumption can be substantiated for some of the citizens listed 
above. In a late source Eukrates, who moved the tyranny law of 
337/6, is mentioned as one of the political leaders in Athens in the 
320'S.42 Kephisophon, who may have moved the law on the repair 
of the wall in 337/6, is attested as a member of the Theoric Board 
in 343/2.43 I cannot believe that political leaders like Leptines and 
Meidias never acted as spokesmen in the ecclesia, and Demosthe
nes accuses Timokrates of having been paid for moving decrees in 
the ecclesia (24.66, 201-03). The allegation of bribery may well be 
wrong, but there can be no doubt that Timokrates was a regular 
proposer of decrees in the assembly. So all the citizens listed above as 
proposers of laws would probably also appear as proposers of decrees 
if we had fuller sources. 

Thus the examination of four different kinds of indirect evidence 
has provided us with the names of 48 citizens (some recorded more 
than once) who are not attested as proposers of decrees of the people 
during 355-322, but most of whom certainly would be if we had full 
knowledge of the 13,000+ proposals. And the indirect evidence is by 
no means exhausted by the names listed above. Twenty more citi
zens are attested as envoys elected by the people between 355 and 
322,44 and 25 other citizens are known as prosecutors or synegoroi in 
political public actions.45 Furthermore, eight citizens are mentioned in 

42 In Luc. Dem.Laud. 31 Eukrates of Peiraieus is mentioned along side Demos
thenes, Himeraios of Phaleron, and Aristonikos of Marathon. 

43 Cf the catalogue (supra n.29) 171. In the law IG 112 244.2 an alternative res
toration of the name of the proposer is [a1]~:1Irpw~ EVKn/~VO~) 'A¢tBvaw<;, cf Syll.3 
287.9. 

44 "AvBpwv, 'ApUTTOyeLrwv (PA 1774), 'ApUTroB1]~<;, 'A¢6/31]ro<;, 'AXIAAev<;, aepKlJ-
1..0<;, a1]l-'.qrpw<; <l>avocTTparov <l>aA1]pev<;, aw¢avro<; (PA 4421), 4PW1TiB1]<;, EvsiooK
TO~, EVKAeLB1]<;, Ev¢poc:rovo<;, 'E¢WAT1]<;, 01]f3ayeV1]~, 0pac:roKA1/<; E~ Oiov, 'Iqx,KpaT1]<; 
(PA 7736), KitJ-Wv, KAELrotJ-axo~, MEveAao<;, IIoAv~evo<;. For references see the in
ventory (supra n.29). Envoys who are also attested as rhetores in the ecc/esia or in the 
boule are listed above and are not included in this note. 

45 'Apxia<;, 'Aplnrwv, 'AI/11]cPiwv, aELvia<;, 4wSwpo<;, 4..wvoo<;, EvOvKA1/<;, Evvo~<; 
KvBL~XOV, 0eOKpiv1]<;, 0eoqx,Ao<;, 'II-'epaw<;, KaAALKpaT1]<;, AvKtvo<;, MeAavr1]<;, MevE
(Jm~~, IIUTria<;, IIpoKA1/<;, LW<TLKA1/<;, <l>avo<Trparo<;, <l>LAL1T7TO<; (PA 14374), <l>LAo-
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the literary sources as political leaders, but not a single political ac
tivity can be ascribed to any of them.46 Again, it is reasonable to 
assume that many citizens who were active as envoys or prosecutors 
in political public actions would also take an active part in the de
cision-making process in the ecc/esia. So in addition to the 82 attested 
proposers, we know 48 citizens who probably were proposers and 53 
more who may be presumed to be. Combining the direct and the 
indirect evidence, we can draw up a list of 183 citizens who either 
certainly or probably or presumably were proposers of decrees of the 
people during 355-322. Is this list fairly exhaustive? Or is it so de
fective that perfect sources would give us the names of three or five 
or ten times as many proposers of decrees of the people? A priori, it 
is remotely possible that the discovery of ca 12,800 more decrees, in 
addition to many more attestations of the 82 known proposers, would 
provide us mostly with names of the 101 who are known as having 
performed other forms of political activity, and that any new decree 
to be found only exceptionally would bring us an addition to the 
extended list of 183 certain, probable, and possible proposers. But 
this hypothesis can be ruled out by a closer inspection of the epi
graphical evidence. 

Over the years the recovery of documents on stone has provided 
us with the names of 54 citizens who between 355 and 322 proposed 
and carried decrees of the people. 43 names are new in the sense that 
these citizens are not attested in literary sources as proposers of 
decrees. I argued above that the future recovery of more decrees is 
likely to add many names to the list of 82 proposers now attested in 
literary and epigraphical sources. But then we have to ask the ques
tion: are these new proposers likely to be citizens already known as 
politically active in other fields (i.e. already recorded among the 101 
men mentioned above)? Or will new epigraphical sources bring us 
the names of citizens who are either completely unknown or at least 
not known as politically active? Again, a glance at what has been 
found will indicate what to expect of future discoveries. Of the 43 
new proposers attested in epigraphical sources, only seven names 
recur in the lists of 48 citizens recorded to have performed related 
forms of political activity, and if by including envoys, prosecutors, 

KPCiT'Y/<; 'E1TtKparOV 'EAEVO"tVW<;, <1>LAoXap'Y/<; 'Arp0/J-i]rov KO(JWKtO'Y/<;, <1>opJ-L-iwv (PA 
14952), Xap'Y/<;, XaPivo<;. For references see the inventory (supra n.29). Prosecutors 
who are also attested as rhetores in the ecc/esia or in the boule are listed above and are 
not included in this note. 

46 Cf the inventory (supra n.29) 179, where three out of the eleven men listed fall 
outside the period 355-322 (Kallippos, Lykon, Xenotimos). 
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etc., we extend the investigation to cover all the 101 politically active 
citizens, only four more proposers can be identified with citizens who 
were politically active in other fields. So for 32 out of the 43 citizens 
the attestation as proposer in the ecc/esia is the only recorded political 
activity. In conclusion, for the years to come, every second decree to 
be recovered will, on average, bring us the name of a new proposer. 
And, again on average, in three cases out of four this new proposer 
will be a citizen not previously attested as having performed any 
political activity.47 The total number of proposers of decrees of the 
people in the period 355-322 is likely to have been much larger than 
the 183 citizens of whom 82 are attested and 101 are likely to have 
been active in the ecc/esia. 

The Number of Proposers of Probouleumatic Decrees 
In his careful investigation of decrees of the boule and the demos, 

Rhodes argued convincingly that decrees of the ecc/esia are fairly 
evenly divided between probouleumatic and non-probouleumatic.48 
Accepting a total of 13,000+ decrees in the period 355-322, we must 
infer that some 6500 decisions made by the people were ratifications 
of probouleumata proposed and carried in the boule by one of the 
councillors. Demosthenes states (22.36) that the decrees of the boule 
(including probouleumata) were moved by a minority of the council
lors and that most members of the boule only listened to and voted on 
the proposals moved by the rhetores. Let us assume that only 25-50 
councillors in the course of the year took it upon themselves to be 
spokesmen of probouleumata. This is, in my opinion, a modest esti
mate, but the conclusion is nevertheless that some 850-1700 council
lors were responsible for the probouleumatic decrees ratified by the 
demos in the period 355-322. We know, however, that an Athenian 
citizen might serve twice on the boule, and if most councillors did 
serve a second year, the number of proposers is reduced to some 
500-1000. But again I believe that Rhodes is right in assuming that 
most councillors served only once.49 So a simple calculation of the 
probouleumatic decrees suggests that only some 50% of all decrees of 
the people in 355-322 were probably moved by no fewer than 700-
1400 citizens, sometimes in collaboration with a rhetor in the ecc/esia 
who persuaded (or paid) the councillor to act as a spokesman (c! 

47 That is, political activity of the types listed in my inventory. New proposers may of 
course be identified with ordinary councillors listed in the bouleutai inscriptions or with 
trierarchs listed in the naval inscriptions. 

48 Rhodes (supra n.7) 79. 
49 Rhodes (supra n.13) 696, 769, and especially ZPE 38 (1980) 193. 
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Aeschin. 3.125). But that is a different matter to be discussed else
where. The non-probouleumatic decrees may have been moved by a 
much smaller number of citizens (who were also responsible for pro
bouleumatic decrees during their one to two years in the boule). The 
epigraphical evidence supports this assumption: 21 attested probouleu
matic decrees and riders are moved by twenty citizens, whereas 36 
non-probouleumatic decrees and riders are moved by 24 citizens.5o 
This is still a good rotation of proposers, but less marked. 

In conclusion, the rule that no citizen could serve on the boule 
more than twice and that most did only once ensured a considerable 
rotation of bouleutai and so of proposers of probouleumatic decrees. 
Again, the high number of probouleumatic decrees (50% of all) 
ensured a very high number of proposers of decrees, and so a total 
of, say, 700-1400 proposers in the period 355-322. 

The Number of Proposers Attending an Ecclesia 

I have argued that ca 13,000 decrees passed by the people in 355-
322 were presumably moved by no fewer than 700-1400 citizens. 
How can this figure (covering 34 years) be related to the total num
ber of citizens at any given time and to the number of citizens at
tending a meeting of the ecc/esia? We have reason to believe that the 
adult male citizen population (in any year of this period) amounted to 
some 21,000 men, and that every year some 600-750 eighteen-year
old Athenians would be inscribed as full citizens in the lexiarchika 
grammateia.51 So, in the 34 years between 355 and 322, ca 20,000-
25,000 new citizens would be inscribed, and the total number of 
citizens recorded in the lexiarchika grammateia during 355-322 must 
have been ca 41,000-46,000, or, to strike an average, ca 43,500. The 
ratio of all citizens recorded during 355-322 to all citizens on record 
in any year is then 43.5:21.52 If we apply this ratio to the number of 
proposers, the inference is that 700-1400 proposers in 34 years is 
the equivalent of 340-680 proposers in any year. In this context, 

50 Of the 85 epigraphically attested decrees (el supra 132) 21 proposals and riders are 
probouleumatic, 36 are non-probouleumatic, and in 28 cases the significant formulae 
are lost and the decree cannot be classified. 

51 CI A. J. Coale and P. Demeny, Regional Model Life Tables and Stable Populations 
(Princeton 1966). As a possible model for Athens I use Model West, males, mortality 
level II-VI, annual growth rate 0- 1/2%. In these tables the 18-year-old men constitute 
min. 2.8% (Mortality level VI, annual growth rate 0%) and max. 3.6% (Mortality level 
II, annual growth rate 1/2%) of all males above 18. So the Athenian 18-year-old men 
must have numbered, on average, 600-750 out of 21,000 males above 18. 

52 It makes no difference for the calculation of the fraction (43.5:21) whether we use 
21,000 citizens as the starting point or 31,000 citizens (still maintained by some his
torians as the preferable number of male citizens in the later fourth century). 
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of course, 'proposer' means potential proposer. The high number 
of proposers means a small number of decrees moved by the aver
age proposer. Consequently, several prytanies, perhaps even several 
years, might pass between two decrees moved by the same man. But 
he was a potential proposer in the sense that, in the ecclesia, he 
might always contemplate the possibility of intervening and handing 
in a proposal. In this sense, the number of 'proposers' attending a 
meeting of the ecclesia must be counted by the hundred rather than 
by the score.53 

Rhetores versus Idiotai as Proposers of Decrees 
This very high number of proposers must now be related to the 

accepted view of Athenian politics, which is well stated by Jones,54 
that the Athenian assembly was dominated by a small group of full
time political leaders and a somewhat larger class of semi-professional 
'politicians' who i.a. proposed motions in the council and in the as
sembly.55 Let us spell out the consequences of this view: if we sup
pose that such a professional or semi-professional 'politician' would, 
on average, move one proposal every fourth ecclesia over a period of 
ca 25 years (which is indeed a moderate estimate on Jones' descrip
tion of what it meant to be a 'politician' in fourth-century Athens), 
then in the period 355-322 slightly more than 50 rhelores would have 
moved all the 13,000 proposals discussed above. Even granted that 
13,000 is probably a minimum, this picture of Athenian politics is 
incompatible both with the fact that access to less than two percent of 
all sources has already given us the names of at least 90 proposers 
(82 named proposers plus 8 or more others with broken names) and 
with the probability that more sources, if found, will bring us the 
names of hundreds of new proposers. 

On the other hand, there can be no doubt that a few 'professional' 
or 'semi-professional politicians' did exist in Athens and did in fact 
move a considerable number of decrees in the ecclesia: the lexicogra
phers report that Timarchos moved more than 100 decrees.56 They 
may be exaggerating, but if the notes are based on good sources, they 

53 Griffith (supra n.3) is of course right in believing that the herald's question Tis 
(l"yoPf.VELV {3ovAf.TaL; never resulted in a queue of hundreds of citizens wishing to 
address the ecc/esia. According to my view there is an essential difference between the 
regular speaker and the occasional speaker, and therefore, in every session of the 
ecc/esia, an essential difference between those who actually address the people and 
those who mayor may not address the people. 

54 Supra n.3: 128-33. 
55 Cj my comments on this distinction (supra n.lO) 47 n.43. 
56 Aeschin. 1 hypoth. 1; Suda s. v. TiJUXPXo~. 
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indicate that one hundred is a possible number of decrees moved by 
one political leader. Next, in the speech Against Ktesiphon, Aischines 
says that Aristophon was acquitted 75 times in a graphe paranomon. 
This is indeed a record, and it has recently been questioned.57 One 
may suspect either a corruption of the text or a gross exaggeration. 
But even if we take this piece of information at face value, it is not out 
of proportion with the 100 decrees claimed for Timarchos. When 
Aischines made his remark, Aristophon had been politically active for 
some sixty years. If he met with much opposition and every third 
decree was appealed against to the dicasteria, he proposed 225 decrees 
in a period of 60 years, which is the equivalent of fewer than 100 
decrees in 25 years. Third, for three named political leaders we have 
information about a very high number of datable decrees: Demos
thenes 39, Demades 21 (+ 5 in the period 321-318),58 Lykourgos 11. 
Given the fragmentary preservation of the sources, each of these 
three citizens was probably responsible for several hundred proposals. 
Furthermore, that Demosthenes was more or less a professional polit
ical leader is apparent from several sources, e.g. the speech Against 
Zenothemis: EJ,Wi [al1J,WO"OevEtl O"VI-t!3e!311KEv, ltc/>' o~ 7TEpi TWV KOI..VWV 
Aeynv TJpgal-tl1v, 1-t118e 7Tpor; ev 7Tpayl-t' t8wv 11'POO"EAl1Av(Je vat , ltAAa 
Kai T'ijr; 11'OAl.TEiar; aVT1}r; T£l TOWVT' egEO"Tl1Ka ... (the text breaks oft) 
(Dem. 32.32). Finally, the scanty evidence we have shows that a rhetor 
sometimes proposed and carried decrees at two successive meetings of 
the ecc/esia~59 and a rhetor might even move two or more decrees at 
the same session of the ecc/esia.60 

Summing up. (a) Some of the political leaders were almost profes
sional, and a rhetor of this type was probably responsible for several 
hundred decrees in the course of his political career.61 (b) On the 
other hand, no fewer than 700-1400 citizens were probably active as 
proposers of decrees in the ecc/esia in the period 355-322. A combi
nation of (a) and (b) leads to two observations. (I) The average 

57 Aeschin. 3.194; cf S. I. Oost, "Two Notes on Aristophon of Azenia," CP 72 
(1977) 238-42. 

5~ Cf A. N. Oikonomides' list of Demades' decrees, Platon 8 (956) 106. 
59 Philokrates of Hagnous moved the peace at the session held 19 Elaph. 347/6, and a 

decree about the oath on the peace at the following session held 25 Elaph. (Aeschin. 
3.54, 74). 

60 E.g. Demades (JG IJ2 240, 241), Diophantos of Myrrhinous (242, 243), and De
mosthenes, who at the two sessions held in the beginning of Elaphebolion 347/6 
moved at least four decrees (cf Hansen [supra n.13] 70). 

61 In model (b) (supra 143) I suggested that 600 decrees were moved by each of the 
10 most active political leaders. For Demosthenes (who was active throughout the 
period 355-322) a total of 600 decrees would mean that he, on average, moved a 
decree every second ecclesia, which is an impressive effort, but not impossible. 
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proposer must have moved very few decrees, probably fewer than ten 
and many citizens only one or two. (2) The number of 'professional' 
and 'semi-professional' politicians must have been very small, per
haps only some ten to twenty citizens. If we move from twenty to 
thirty or even forty political leaders, we will have great and increasing 
difficulties in finding room for the very high number of occasional 
proposers indicated by the sources. Thus, to Jones' two groups of 
professional and semi-professional 'politicians' we must add a third 
important group, mentioned neither by him nor by any other his
torian: the ordinary politically active citizen who occasionally took it 
upon himself to hand in a proposal and who took a pride in being an 
idiotes and a rhetor only in the legal but not in the political sense of 
this term.62 At any meeting of the ecc/esia some 300-600 citizens out 
of more than 6000 attending may have been prepared, if necessary, 
to move a proposal, which is an indication that participation in pol
itics, even at the highest level, was more widespread than assumed 
by most historians. On the other hand, the number of speakers who 
regularly addressed the people was probably much smaller. In this 
respect there seems to be an important contrast between the ideal 
democratic isegoria inviting any citizen to take an active part in the 
debate and a rather narrow group of rhetores in the political sense 
who tended to dominate the debate. But the unquestionable exist
ence of a small group of political leaders has led many historians to 
draw a much too clear-cut distinction between 'politicians' (who ad
dressed the people and moved the proposals) and ordinary citizens 
(who listened and voted). This dichotomy obliterates the very impor
tant and rather numerous group of citizens who sometimes acted as 
rhetores (in the legal sense) and who, combined, must have been 
responsible for a very high number of all decrees passed by the 
people, often perhaps on routine business (e.g., honours) but some
times at least on important matters. Some ordinary citizens collabo
rated with the political leaders,· but some may also have been acting 
on their own initiative. Furthermore, it is wrong to draw sharp lines 
between the groups. The sources indicate instead a continuum with 
no rigid distinctions between the political leader, the minor rhetor 
(often attached to a political leader), the citizen who only occasionally 
acted as a rhetor, the citizen who only once or twice in his life pro
posed a decree, and the citizen who only listened and voted. Espe
cially membership of the boule, involving the participation of almost 
all citizens older than thirty, secured a considerable rotation of pro-

62 Cf my notes on political participation (supra n.10) 43-49, esp. 48. 
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posers of probouleumatic decrees which probably constituted about 
50% of all decrees passed in the period. 

Conclusion 

Studies of 'politicians' in classical Athens and reconstructions of 
political groups are mostly based on three assumptions: (a) politics in 
Athens were in the hands of a group of 'professional' and 'semi
professional' politicians; (b) the number of 'politicians' involved was 
relatively small; (c) we know many and perhaps even most of the 
'politicians' involved.63 The evidence presented in this article points 
to three different assumptions: (a) in addition to the political leaders 
there was an important group of politically-minded citizens who were 
active, even as proposers, but only occasionally and not profession
ally; (b) the number of citizens involved in politics as proposers (and 
not only as voters) was much larger than usually believed, and there 
was no sharp distinction between the professional, the semi-profes
sional, and the ordinary citizen; (c) hundreds of minor and probably 
also some major political figures are completely unknown to us, and 
several of those who are attested only once or twice and appear only 
as minor figures may well have been political leaders responsible for 
numerous important proposals, now lost.64 
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6:1 These three assumptions are made by almost all historians who have written in 
detail on politics and political groups in fourth-century Athens. See most notably K. J. 
Beloch, Die attische Politik seit Perikles (Leipzig 1884); P. Cloche, La politique etrangere 
d'Athenes de 404 a 338 avant Jesus-Christ (Paris 1934); and the very interesting studies 
by R. Sealey (supra n.3). 

64 This article and its predecessors on Athenian political leaders, GRBS 24 (1983) 
33-55, 151-80, 227-38, all stem from a seminar held in March 1983 at the Institute 
for Advanced Study in Princeton. I should like to thank the Institute for appointing me 
a visiting member for spring 1983, the Commission for Educational Exchange between 
Denmark and the United States for appointing me a Fulbright Scholar for the same 
period, and the Danish Research Council for the Humanities for supporting me with a 
grant-in-aid. I should also like to thank the other members of the informal B-Building 
seminars, held every evening after 10 p.m. over a bottle of wine, and attended by 
Fordyce Mitchel, Gerhard Thiir, Bruce Frier, Egon Verheyen, and myself. Finally, I 
should like to thank David Lewis for some very helpful notes, especially on my lists of 
proposers (supra 132-40). 


